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R. K.. Manulkcturorof and Dealer in
Tiik other dity, Henry
Agricultural Implementajcommindon agent
for Mowing Machine*; cor. UltliA Hi'er Mreot.
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[OWAHD, M. 1).. Claim Auent. Attorney and
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HoUry PuUlci.

lOKSHl HO. II., Notary Public and Cnnveyan
* cer; office at residence. Ninth street.
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4.35
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7.28
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1.45
14 51
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Manila*
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E Saagatuck
llnlUod.
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OPHIET8MA.L.t

facturer*of all kinds of Boot* and Shoes; 4th
street.

11.40
1U.65

Drug! aai kedicisei.

H.4I

\OESBl RO. .L O., Denier in Drugs and Medl1
clnes. Paints and Oils. Brushes. Ac. Physician'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.

12.25

Robbiton.
Siiuonvillc.
Nun»ca.
FruttDort.

Mmkegon.
Moat igue.
Pentwi'rr.

TAN PUTTEN, Ww., Dealer In

clues. Paints. Oil*, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Heko * Family Medicines; River St.

V

11.18
11.09
10 57
11.42
10 36
10 15
9.40
8.15

Ottawa.

4.22

8.45
8.ro
7. VI

1IEBEH. Druggist & Pharmacist; afull
stock of good* appertaining to the business.

W

yAUBELL, II., Manufacturerof

Goods, Yankee Notions. Hats, Caps, etc.;

and

Feed. Grains and Hay. Mill-stuff. Ac.. Ac. Labailie** old stand. 8th street.— Sea Advertisement.

11, A CO., Dealers in all kinds of Furniturc. Curtains. Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins.
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
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Or. Kapld*.

Count Arnim, while the latter was at
Borne, directing him tucflVr the Pope a

faculties higher than

tastes for music,
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tile limes.

authorityin

free exert i*e

of

Germany.

In

return for this the Pope whs to give orders
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A SON, General Dealersin
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-
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were not accepted

it

loastire that lias most ihe German Parliament would pass a set
education I have known old of laws which would inconvenience the
New England farmers w ho have worked Catholics greatly. These things were
twelve and fifteen hours a day, and were written to Count Arnim, and were by him
presented to the Pope, who refused to Irslearned men.”
ten to (lie bargain, and w rote the Emperor
Few who have Lein in the habit of at the letter to which be afterwards referred
tending tire debates in the Senate during iu his note to King William, which
the last dozen years or so but must rememwas published with the Em|»eror’s
ber the late Solomon Frail, a Senator from
reply some months ago. AID r Hie Po|ie’s
Vermont. Mr. F<*it was a fine, hand- relu<al Bismnrk carried out bis threats,

Watehei ini Jewelry.

A street.
~
LBEHS A WYNNE,

Jewelers and Watcbnm some-lookingman, of a dignified and Senand in the follow ibg May, had passed the
kers. The oldest
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atorial appearance; and his known and
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,
famous German Ecciesiaslicallaws, w ith
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er*. and dealer* in Fancy Goods
and Market streets.
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man of

not the

J.. Wagon amt Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
done. Cash paid for Furs.
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fifteen

Staves. Wood and
brains or
his residence. Eighth street.
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Blprrss vertisement.
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to

by threatening that if

Wagonaakan and Blackiaitbi.
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May 24, 1874.
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tries. Prince Bismnrk concluded bis offer

ROLLER. G. .V. Generaldealer In Tobacco.
Cigars. Snuff. Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealer* In Hour

c
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but be will not be hurt by working twe \e
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General dealer in Dry

flour

Grand B&piii Branch.

A m.

and dealer In

I^ANTBRS. K.. Dealer in

furniture

Mail.

bank here. By thesame autho*

toms. These are our pleague spots. 1 Bismarck, as he would need ail the aid of
fear when I hear men pleading for fewer his 15,000,000 of Catholic subjects In the
hours of work. No man ought to work wars which were clearly im|MMiding bemore than eight hours for another man; tween Germany and certain Catholic coun-

Start!, W:od, Bark, Ite.

he handledcarefully.

8TATI0N8.

Pa-

In a

dependence are lar more alarming symp- to Ins Bishops in Germany to stand by

cor. Eighth and Market streets.

M ; arriving InChlcagi at 4:3« A. M.
Extra men will he placed on this train that fruit

Bipr?s«. Mill
f. m.
a. m

to

up

livings are misfor- may he relied on,— that these letters which

Idleness and the failure of personal in-

Eighth street.

Bark; office at

nEKTSCII. D

O'clock P.

GOING NORTH.

safely locked

tom of

Saddlen.

Dry Ooodi.

be consolidated on Monday. September 7lh,
1874. leaving tirand Rapid* *t 14:00 M.; Holland 3

Effect, Sutuhiy,

w bleb relievemen
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Atnim some time ago

now

his spiritual

, Agent for Grover and Ha
ker’s Sewing Machines; Eighth street.
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low the Pope the full and
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ANTKHS, A. M

Drugs. Medl-
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and
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threat of w ar and insurrection nor the vice of confiscating church property, and to al-

clan. Regular graduatedami Licensed. Office at residence, corner 9th and Fish street.
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Surgeon. Physician Obstetri
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«

am enabled to

of dm nkeness is the most alarming symp-

10.05

12,0.5

5 21

IIV/N I v if,
^( HorTEN.H.
A..

1

Church in Germany, on condition that
don’t love to work, bul they must work or the Pope would promise eenuin things in
starve. Work is the Lord’s distrihntUc return. BUtnarck, on his part, was to
whipping. [Laughter and cheers. | Woe crush out the "Old Catholics” in Germany,
to the girl who Ims not been brought up to use the influence of Germans to prevent
to work. [No applause ! Neither the the Italians from carrying their projects

Stwlog Kashlsu.

A. M.
11.3(1

sent by Count

occupationsand increase their skill. Men

F. S.. Phyalcjan and Surgeon:
Officecorner Eleventhand River street oppo
site public squire,

..

by which

puiniing, and inventive ails multiply their guarantee for the protection of the Catlio*

J EDEHOER.

SON. De.leisin and Manu-

^

ity in Berlin

the whole

I

4"

N*w Holland

5.27
5.35
5 48
6.15
6 32
7 4»
8.45
10.00

Manufacturer of and dealer in
Hoot* and Shoe*. Leather. Finding*,etc.;
Eighth street.

II

own

wants. Their

bodily

T EDEBoEH. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
I j corner Eleventh and Hlver street opposite

r. at-

Junction.

5.DI
6.07
8.45

Chicago.
dutfalo.

N*w
Or.

tastes, heads,

public square.

Mail Lve. La.
f.tn.
A. m.
8 IN)
«.8n
8.o5
4.55

m.

3.15
3 53
4 07
4.10
4.45
4.55

4.21

SrATlONS.

ill.

in

than the appetites of the body. Men have of contain instructions writ en by

IVEROLD. E..

GOING SOUTH,

fiOING NORTH.
NijCitEx.
r. a
9 10
14.15
A. M.
8.37

24, 1H74.

past I a* tween Prince Bismarck and

largest educa- form you that the letters In question were

man of

tunes. Wealth must feed

II. Oeneral dealer*

Boots and Shoes; repairing neatly done;

Hlver street.

Taken

of earning their

^

in

life In Ihe

can lake

tion. Those conditions

Photographs.

HLFEHDINK W. A

who

>Y

Hail HoatL.

souk

Ihe, ex

heller lo

tion. When men work with both bands

A. M.. Dealer In Btntk* A
Stationary ; Confectionary. Toys. etc. ; Hlver I Al’DEH OEOHOE. Photogranhs and (bin*
WnNotlce*^/’Br|rth*?nMarrtago*.
and Death* pub\j in all the various styles and sixes; Oallery
street
liahed w ltho it charge.
An Z before the Buhacrlhnr * name will denote
on Eighth Street.
pLOKTINCH.
A.,
Book
Binder,
and
dealer
In
the expiration of tho Subscription.Two ZZ algV. / Book* and Stationery; Hlver street.
Fhjiiciaai.
ify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
4#- All advertLlng bill* collectaide quarterly.
I r ANTKHS.
L. T..A CO.. Dealers In Books, ^NNIS.
T. E..
.........
... Phv*iclan;
J’hvslclan; residence. opposite
|\ Stationery. Toys, Notions and Candies;opS. W. cor. Public Square.
posite City Drug Store. Eighth street.
^lAHPKNTEH.J II.. Physician. Surgeon and Acronchant. Office and’ resldenc on Uth street.
loot! and Sheer
Stranger* are requested to inquire at Van Pullen’*.

Chicago & Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.

ii is

\\T AI.SH. 11, . Notary Public. Conveyancer. and brain* it is no longer drudgery. W IIand -Insurance Agent. Office,(Vy Drug
ling, intelligent,organized work iscivilizaStart, 8th street.

Mw

MIRNKKANT,

good, the

plans the more ini. lligenlhe proves of informationfrom a trustworthyauthor*

hiiiiNelt. lie

Book! ul Stationer:.

#hBu$ue8a Card* in City Directory, not over three

man

a

I

Hanking and Collecting.
Draft* tiought and told; cor. Eighth and
Hlver street*.

for

I

1)., Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Nnta-jr Public and Oonreyaneer;Collections made In Hollandand vicinity.

ENYON. NATHAN.

once and

ininMcr to Home and France.
pound Iheenrih than lo pouml our fellow- There has been much speculation as to the
men; belter to aiab the ground than each rliai acter and contents of the letters which
other; hut looking forward distinguishes Count von Arnim lias refused to surrender
Ihe man from the hrule. .Man can intelli and on account of which he has been nr*
gently forecast. The wider Ihe range of reded and imprisoned.1 am in receipt

on call; 8th atraet.

BiEkine a:l Exthan^e.

to decide,

struggle which Inis been waging for

bin opinbin lit/.inrss and depravity were

Ing and Moulding; Hlver atreet.

DOST, HENRY

JF

deemed

bin nu'lilnrs ibnt in

tultl

\J KBBF.KK. II. W.. A CO.. Proprietor* of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kind* of build- rarely loo lazy lo light, but
ing material furiiMicd at Urand Rapid* price*.

IN)

ill

..

Mill*.) near foot of 8th *tr>et.

L.. ProprietrcH* of City Bakerv;
Confectionaryand efiran*: Befreahment* In

111 IN)

17 HI
25 01
(HI 40 INI

17

Hi

I

111 (N)

111

PI TTKN A CO.. Pronrletom Nature of Work,” before nn atulienre of in itoliilctdeirtdes,and is regardedas nn
(Steam Saw ami Flour six tliouNunt)iH'nple ut n Cuunly Fnlr in event of considerableimportance which is
of llugtrtr MM*:
.......

. ..J.S. VAN
MACKI.S

.L, Proprietorof the Pioneer
Bakery; baking done to order: 8th at reel.

thii* line nerved

8

tw

Ward Hereher The nrreat of Fount Yon Arnitn by Rif*
on "The Ennobling ninrek has created the greatest exeitenient
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My. I
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month*.
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Dt’TTonA Thomp-on), Kuglneer* and Ma
chlniat*.See Adverti*ement.
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Biimirck vi Von

Labor.
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NO.

Attorneyi.

KVKHY 8ATUHDAY AT
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31, 1874.

kanufactoriei,KlUi. Chcpi. Ite.

iluoincss flivtcttmi.

ews.

N

;

cor.

The quarrel between Arnim and Bismarck is one of long standing. It began
and his conduct in the chair was marked
sometime before the removal or Arnim
by grace, dignity, and firmness. Yet he from the post of German Ambassador at
side over the deliberations of the Senate,

LUIET8TRA.

A., Groceriesand Supplies ; a
ready market for country produce : a choice
slock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.

F

9 01

Trinity.

One

experience what consequences Is well known.

Eighth frequently led to his being called to pre-

Fathers presents a curi- had Ids peculiarities,
and one of lliein was
Paris; it has continued to glow fiercer
argument in favor of the doctrine of his im thod of enforcingIds calls for order
ever since. Count Arnim U ambitious; he
the Trinity, running thu : "The whole when the indecorum of too loud conversa
Mich. Lake Shore Ball Bead.
aspires lo take Bismarck's place, cither by
Qenernl Saalen.
universe is modeled upon and munifotly tion (which was not infrequent) interruptoverthrowing him now or waiting until
Taken Effect, Monday, June, 22, 1874.
1 \ITRSEMA J A CO.. Dealers in Dry Goods. proves the Divine Trinity. Evt ry great ed the huMiicss of the Senate. On these
he dies. He lias very powerful ft lends at
1 / Groceries. Crockery.Glassware,Hals. Caps.
tiling is triune. Of intelligentbeings there occasions lie would in Ihe sternest manner
OolBg South. Clothingand Feed; River street.
aria? Jforth.
Court. Tlie Empress and her parly regard
No. 1
No. 3
8TATI0H3.
No. 4 No. 4
are three orders, God, spirits, and man. call ‘‘Order! order!” and accompany this
a. m.
p.
m.
n.
m.
rI*'E
ROLLER.
D.,
Retail
Dealer
in
Dry
Good*.
him as their man; (be leaders of the
p. m.
7 00
2 15
Muskegon
Groceries. etc.; Notary Public and convey- There are three abodes, heaven, earth, and call will) a mp of his gavel that, to those
9 Ik) 14 45
Catholic party look towards him with
8 on
4 n
Ferrysburg
ancer; office and store,cor. 9th and Market street.
8 03 12 01
hell. The heavenly Isidies are of three near bint, sounded like the report of a cul2 86 8 HI
Grand Haven
7 Ml 12 0
great lio|ie.
3 30 9 05
Pigeon
\TAN PUTTEN A DE VRIES. General Retail classes,sun, moon, and stars. There are veiin. Now it happened once that while
7 05 11 47
:« It (!)
Holland
What lienefitPrince Bismarck expects
H 41 It 01
Dealer*. In Dry Goods. Groceries, Crockery,
4 18 11 30
Flllm »ro
5 *0 10 4>)
Hats and Cap*, Flour, Provisions, etc.; River -st. three elements, earth, water, and air. Mr. Hide, of New Hampshire, was discusto
receive from his hand) treatment of
1 00
5 10
Allegan
9 5)
4 OJ
Man is triune in almost every respect. sing ihe propriety of ap|>ointing a marshal
WTERKMAN. H. D.. Dealer in Dry Good*. GroCount Arnim is difficult to tell. He canyy eerie*. Crocke*y. Flour A Provision*.New He is composed of body, soul, and spirit. tor the Districtof Columbia from ihe Slate not force him lo give up the missing paLzks Shore and Michigan Southern B. B. Store. Eighth street!
His body consistsof head, trunk, and of Indiana, lie illustratedhis opposition to
per*; they are Iu London, and certified
IITERKMAN
A
SONS.
Gneral
Dealers
in
Dry
limbs. Each limb lias three members, up such an appointment liy addressing the
Taken Effect, Sunday, August 23, 1874.
xY Good*. Groceries.Hats and Cans, etc.;
ciplesof them in Munich; and on the
Grain. Hour and Feed made a speciality;River st. per arm, lower arm. and band; thigh, leg, chair (Fool) in these words: “Yes, Mr.
FROMGR ND RAPIDS TO GR'ND RlPIDS.
other hand, lie may drive Arnbii’s friends
and foot; and each limb has three joints. President, if you, Sir, were Governor of
Express. Mall.
STATIONS.
Express. Mail.
Hardwire.
to desperation and a hirst for revenge,
P. M.
A M.
A. M.
V. N.
In his face are three features of sense, Vermont, and were to make an appoint10 INI
8 55
Grand Rapid*.
8 00
4 50
and so force them lo make public the letIf AVERKATE, G J. A SON. 1st Ward Hard
8 HI
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Grandvllle.
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I I ware Store; Bell cheaper than any other; eyes, nose, and moulh; and three oilier ment to an office as important lo the
8
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ters, and thus let the whole cat out of tho
9
34
Bvron Centre.
8 48
5 18
8th street.
features, forehead, cheek, and chin. His people of your Slate as this is to the people
8 08
9 17
Dorr.
fi 41
5 33
hag. This i* certain, Bismack has made
9 (18
7 58
Hilliard*.
8 54
5 43
IT AN SEr VEEN. E., Dealer in General Hard body con-i'ta of three pans, bones, flesh, of this District, from the Slate of New
9 00
7 .5"
Hhpkin*.
9 CO
no friends, and lias greatly angered his
6 50
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
8 38
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and skin; the very coveiing'of his body i- Hamp'ldrc, your constituents, Sir, would
9 «> Allegan.
6 1"
enemies
by his course in lids matter.—
8
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7
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Otsego.
fi 34
9 41
LANDEGEND A MENS. Dealer* in threefold, hair, skin, and nails. Every raise about your ears a much greater rack« 55
8 05
Piainwol).
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9 54
Hard ware. Tin-ware and Fanning ImpleCorrapuruUnt
X. V. Herald.
fi 10
7 1H
fi 55
10 05 Cooper.
iree and herb is threefold, roots, trunk, et than you make, Sir, in preserving‘orment*; Eighth street.
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Kalamazoo.
7
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10 «>
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fi ft)
7 14
mid branches; is made of three parts, der’ iu this chamber.”
Portage
10 41
If the report Hint a war is eminent lie7 32
Hotel!.
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G. J.. Family Supply Store;
choice stock of groceries always on hand. ous
Blacksmithshop in rear of 8t. re; Eighth street.
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tween Japan and China should turn out to

father was a farmer before me,
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Built In 1873; FurnishedInelegant style, and
a first class hotel throughout.

beasts, birds, and fishes; ihey

three ways, walking, swimming, flying;

well founded, and these two great
were really to unsheatho
such was the soap with w hich Mr. CandiHie sword, it would no doubt prove a very
date cxjiectcd lo soothe (be Grangers in a
bloody a flair. Had such a struggle occur*
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are naturally ns reckless and cruel as tho
good iccommodation for horses; 9th street.
The Texas cattle trade has rapidly
*
F- & A. M.
And
so
on
throughout
all
the
universe.
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Jananese are skillful and brave, the loss
near Market.
creased of lute years. The total
,
.
God hath indeed every whffe so wriiten
... ol ife on both sides would k* immense,
A RlstJLAR Communication of Unity Lodok.
of cattle Hupped over the Atchison, loKeat Market!.
the proofs of the Divine Trinity that' he
No..191. F. A A. M ., will he held at Masonic Hall,
peka and Sante Ft: Bail road for the
“Pata, do you think Beech—” “Hush
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Nov. 1/ LEYS. P.. First Ward Meat Market; best of must be a fool or knave who denies it.”
I\ Meats always on hand. Eighth street.
seven months of the present year was 38,- Johnny.” “But, papa, don’t you think
18, at 7X o’clock, sharp.
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Dealer in all kind* <»f meats ami
vegetables;Meat Market on 8lh street.

Salt

Lake Ihruhl having accused

HER II AAR. II. . Dealer in Fre-b. Salt. propriating to hto
uses and profit diand Smoked Meat* and Vegetable#;.paper
vers piece*
other people’s property,
and twine; 8th street.

Odd Fellows, hold*

^ows* Hall. Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening,

regular meeting* at Odd

Chief Justice McKean promptly
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the mailer over to the grand jury, will) inj
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Ben. Bii.i.inosstole cattle and then
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“Did’t you hear

me

tell you to

charges, and if they are

found

true, to In-

1dm; otherwise to indict the accusa-

journal.

'

talking about these Ihin^s.

Go

ip and get

your luce waslted.” And Jolmney, witii
|n hi* eyes, wanls to know why pups

lied

about it, so bis friends took him out and won't tell him wether heech-nuta are ripe.
a surgical operation on hint
: from which he never recovered. Tin’s
It Is predicted in politkal circles, that

ructions to that body to inquire into the performed

W.. Merchant Taylor. Cloth purcha*- dict
ed elsewhere, w ill be cut to order. Repairing
tive
dromptlyattended to. River street.

Y

R. K. Heald, Rec Stt'i.
R. A. SciioirriN,

J. W.. Merchant Taylor*and Dealer
la ready arndo clothiug and Gents' Furnish-

ing Goods,

Visiting brother*ale cordiallyInvited.
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county, Miss., last week
lican, 104,952; Smart, Democrat, 180,986; thanking England for the manifestations of
RecoUcctlons of a Dentist’s Shop.
Ben Mitchell, while pursuing a Grabam, Independent, 18.844. Judge of the
sympathyat the conclusion of the siege.
Mark Twain, in his new book about
path throujh a cauebrake, observed a cane Supreme Court— Osborne, Republican,1G5,The brig Laphema, from Liverpool for BalEngland, tells how he had the toothshaking ahead of him, and, thinking it was ,716; Broole, Democrat and Independent,
G. 8. DOESBURQ A CO., Publxbhxu.
timore, picked up from a raft five persons
ache one night in London, and givea
caused by deer, fired the contents of a donblo- 198.080.,,. The official returns of the election
belonging to the steamship Mary, which some pleasing recollections of the
MICHIGAN. barrelodshot-gun, loaded with buck-shot,in in Ohio ehow that fourteenDemocrats and foundered while on tbe voyage from Glasgow dentist s shop which he was wont to
HOLLAND OITY,
that direction. Hearing screams, ho rushed six Republicansare elected to Congress,
to Trinidad. It is probable that, with the ex- patronize when he lived in Elmira. Ho
to the spot and found Thomas L. Mosley, one while the Democraticmajority on the State
ception of the five persons above mentioned says : “ One night that tooth did jump,
of his companions,lying dead, shot through
ticket is a little over seventeen thousand.
and two landed at Falmouth, all 011 board tbe and everv time it jumped it raised mv
the head ; David White, another, shot iu tho
The commuuists of Chicago have nomi- Mary are lost.... Insanitywill bo tho plea in head right off the pillow. How I did
hoad and mortally wounded, and a third nated a full Congressional,county and city
Kuhlman’e defense....Austria, Russia and lie awake and think about that dentist’s
The East.
one, 8. W. Johnson, severely wounded.... ticket.
Germany have agreed to make commercial shop in Elmira, where I had been under
Tut reunion of the Army of the James wan A New Orleans special says tho registry reAn Associated Press dispatch from Wash- conventions with tho Damibian principalities torture so many times— of those pretty
held at the rooms of the Union League Club,
turns now completedshow that one in three ington states that intimate friends of tho
of Turkey. .The Marquis of Queeusbury, dental instruments, so polished and so
New York, Oct. 21. Gen. Hawley, of Con- of tho whole population of that city is regiePresident say he has made no allusion whatcold I How I did long to lay my cheek
son of the Marchioness of that name who disnecticut, presided ; the address of welcome
tered. While tho Republicanscharge tho ever to them concerning the question of a
against one — one of those short, thick,
tinguished herself by her sympathy with the
was delivered by Gen. B. F. Butler, and a
Democracy with manufacturing3,000 illegal third term, nor is it known that any one has
heavy, twisted chaps, with the bowFenian cause, has geue to Spain to offer his
poem was read by Dr. J. 8. Holland. Gen.
legged, fluted, and curved handles and
naturalization papers, the Democrats claim mentionedtho subject to him, or that ho has
sword to Don Carlos.
Hawley wan selected as orator for the next
short hawk- bill jaws 1 How I reveled
they have detected 3,000 repeating frauds. iu any way expressed himself in such manner
meeting, which is to bo hold at Philadelphia.
in delight at the thought of having such
Kellogg estimates the total registry of the as to incline them to believehe has aspiraThe well-know n New York banking linn of
Trial8 if a Ti«ket-Seller.
a
thing clutch my refractorytooth, and
Htate at 165, COO, with tho negroes about 6,000 tions in that direction. They further remark
Henry Clews A Co., who were so seriously
‘ yank it !’ With what pleasurableemoahead of tho whites.
“Ticket
to
No
Yark,”
said
Pat,
the
that, although much has been said and writcrippled by the panic of last year, have at
Twelve counties in Alabama report the ten upon tho subject,the question has not other day, at the Providencerailroad tions came crowding into my mind the
last filed an applicationfor an assignment of
recollectionsof that dentist and his
average increasedcotton yield at 25 per cent.; come to him in a form requiring a reply, and station.
all their property for the bbnetit of their
“By the Shore Line ” inquired the room and its fixtures — his big easy
twenty-four counties report a decrease of 25 thereforeany utteranceshe might make would
creditors.
ticket
clerk, who always wants to be chair, with the pretty, white*curtainett
per cant. The crops will be picked cleaner not only bo gratuitousand intrusive, but conwindow before it, and the nice, big, red
At Pittsburgh, recently, John and Jacob
certain
with this class of customers.
and earlier than usual. Fifteen counties iu trary to usage.
glass
spitton to the left, with tho hole
EhroHman were lined t&O each and costs for
“ Shore line? Fail I do, and mighty
Mississippireport an average decrease of 83
General.
killing old horses and selling the moat to saushure too, for I want to see me brother in the bottom, Mid tho bits of wet cotper cent. Lowndes county shows an increase
The New York World asserts that out of Dennis in Worcester, shuro, an the ton and the bright pieces of gold and
sage-makers.
of 25 per cent.
streams of blood-stained saliva on tho
every one hundred Mongolians who come to way.”
The New York coopers have refused to
the
United
States
twenty-five
aro criminals.
Washington.
“That’s not the Shore Lino. You sides. And then the pretty little bureau
abandon their trade society,and have been
It
is
probable
that
tho
Emperor
of
Brazil
A special dispatch to tho Chicago Interwant to go to tho station on Albany with the bottles on the top, and the litlocked out in consequence.
tle yellow drawers which he jerks out so
Ocean states that the special agents of the will visit this country during the centennial. street.”
Tho West.
“ Divil a bit do I wont to go to any gently when seeking for some new find
The Episcopal General Convention,in
Treasury and Postoftieo Departmentsupon
Indictmentsby the wholesale are being remore delicate instrument of torture.
Federal officeholders iu Texas, will be laid be- session at New York, has refused to confirm station. Fail, I was in a station all
And then the beautiful little round,
turned by the Salt Lake grand jury. Tho
fore tho President, with a recommendation Dr. Seymour as Bishop of the Diocese of night for giviu’ an omadahn a black eye
velvet-coveredstand on the gas fixture,
Balt Lake Neies computes the number of
that
was
blackguardin’
me,
jist.”
in favor of the removal of many of them. It Illinois..,.The State Prisons of Now York
covered
with the nice drills and pretty
polygamists in the Territory at 1.000 men,
“You don’t understand. The Shore
is allegedthat the report implicates Senator and other States aro literally *• running over.”
files,
and
the lovely little crowbars with
8.000 women and 9,000 children, and the cost
Line don’t go to Worcester.”
Flannigauiu corrupt practices in the matter There are at present 1.308 convicts in tho
the stained ^’ory handles, and the long
and loss by punishmentof all at f 2,000,000,
“ Augh, bother that ! Me brother
of appointments.
Illinois Penitentiaryat Joliet.
towld me tho train was always shuro to steel crochetrheodlewith which he hunts
and that the courts would have around them
The Coram ttee on Ways and Means has
A DANtERoc* rock has been discovered in
for new cavities, and the little roupd
go to Worcester, and I want the shure
8.000 crying women and 9,000 crying children.
commenced a revision of the revenue laws, tho Atlantic ocean, about 550 miles cast of train.”
pasteboardbox full of gold ‘plugs,’
....The members of the Chicago Beard of
and the. dirty little napkin and the rubso that a bill embodying ueecssary amend- New York, lying in the track of our commerce
“ No, no !” said the clerk, laughing.
Public Works are in St. Louis examining tho
ments may bo presentod to Congress at its with Europe. It is supposed that some of “ This train does not run to Worcester, ber ball syringe, and the singular smell
fire and water system of that city, with a view
next meeting.
the ocean steamers that have been lost with- this is the Shore— S-h-o-r-e— L-i n e- of his thumb, and all that 1 Oh, how
to introducingwhatever may be found of adSecretary Bristow is convinced that out leaving any trace of their fate have been on shore. You understandwhat com- nice lM
vantage in Chicago.
changes ought to ho made among certain wrecked upon this reef.
ing on shoio is, don’t you ? ”
Lime Water for Burin.
Maj.-Gen. Ord. of the United States army,
Treasury officers in Texas, and this will bo
The crops throughout Europe have been
“Coming
ashore, is it? An’ is it
A
correspondent of the New York
on a recent visit to Chicago, laid before the
done at an early day. The business,in some abundant, and there has been a slight decline laughin’ ye are bekase ye think I’m Nun writes to that journal that the
charitable of that city the distress of tho peocases, has been loosely transacted,to the loss iu the price of breadstuffs. When winter just ashore, and I a votin’ more than a readiest and most useful remedy for
ple of Western Nebraska. He presented their
of customs and internal revenue. .The Pres- sets in the London dealersanticipatea slight dozen times wid the byes of the owld scalds and burns is an embrocation ot
case before the Board of Trade, and a
ident has recogniaed ChristianA. Jorgensen improvementiu prices, as shipmentsfrom the sixth since I set mo fut in Ameriky ? ” limowaterand linseed oil. These simcommittee of ten merchants was at once ap“ I tell you this train does not run to ple agents combined form a thick,
Vice-Consul of Denmark for Iowa.
United States will be checked.
pointed to solicit subscriptionsfor the relief
Worcester.”
cream-like substance, which flectually
of the destitute and starving victims A protect is on foot to fit out another exForeign.
“ Don’t it ? Beaad, perhaps it walks excludes the air from the injured parts,
peditionto the North Polo, and it will probof the grasshopperplague in Nebraska ____
It is proposed to create au advisory parlia- there thin, for I’ve heard av things and allays the inflammation almost inably bo vigorously pushed during tho coming
The steamer Brooklyn,of the Northern
stantly. He mentions a case where a
ment in Alsace and Lorraine, the province of bein’ slow and shure.”
winter. It is proposed to ask Congress for
Transportation Line, exploded her boiler near
“If you want to go to New York by child fell backward into a bath-tub of
which shall bo to recommend legislation to tho
Fighting Island, ten miles below Detroit, an appropriationto build a vessel for tho pur- German Parliamentsuitableto the wants of way of Wore — ”
boiling water, and was nearly flayed
pose, to be officer&dand manned from the
from her neck to below her hips. Her
“ I don’t want to go any by way, avic
Oct. 22. The explosion tore her apart, and
those provinces. .. .Rio Janeiro advices from
she sank instantly. Five passengersand navy. There aro said to be a number of Buenos Ayres state that in an engage- it’s the shure way, I towid ye and stop agonies were indescribable ; but her
naval officers willing and anxious to volunclothing being gently removed, and the
eight of the crew were killed, and four pasment between the troops and tho insurgents, at Worcester.”
teer in such an expedition.... The Comptrollime and oil preparation quickly spread
“This
road
don’t
stop
at, Worcester,
sengers and seven of the crew wounded. The
tho latter were defeated and their
over the injured surface, she was sound
Captain, Henry Brown, says he cannot ac- ler of the Currency continues to receivemore commander, Placa, taken prisoner.... I tell you ; it goes to New York.”
asleep in five minutes. Subsequently
currency from the banks surrendering their
“An*
Worcester
is
betwane
Boston
count for the explosion, but passengers on
A recent gale on the northern coast of Enthe parts were carefully washed witti
an’ New Yhrk ?”
circulation than is called for by those wishing
the boat and on other craft in tho vicinity
gland and Scotland caused serious loss to life
warm milk and water three times a day,
“ Yes, but not on this road.”
to establish now banks.
agree that she was racing with the steamer
and property.
.The formation of a corps of
“ Augh ! go away wid ye
Give me the oil dressing renewed, and the little
All
the
United
States
Treasury
officers
in
Cuba, and carrying a tremendous head of
Irish ritie volunteers is being agitated,and
me ticket, and let me go. Faix, I’ll patient rapidly recovered. Though all
Texas, excepting one Colie jtor of Customs
steam when the catastropheoccurred.
there has been au extensive demonstration in stop if the road don’t.”
the scalded skin came off, she did net
The Secretary of tho Nebraska 8tato Aid and one Collector of InternalRevenue, have its favor in Ireland, A strong effort is being
have
a scar. This remedy leaves no
“There’s
a
ticket
for
New
York,”
said
been removed by the President. The followSociety states that there are from 7,000 to
made to obtain consent of the governmentto the clerk, “ but you can’t stop at Wor- hard coat or dry on the sores, hut softing are the now appointees:Gen. B. G.
10.000 people iu that State who will need to
the plan.
ens the parts, and aids nature to repair
cester with it, mind that.”
Shields, Customs Collector at Galveston
be fed the coming winter.... A telegram from
Reinforcements of troops from Spain con“ Shure I do,” said Pat, passing over the injury in the readiest and most exTopeka, Kan., says : “ Late advices from the Ridge Paschal, Customs Collector at Corpus
tinue to arrive in Cuba.... Garibaldi has ac- his currency. “ Faix, I’ve no desire to peditious manner.
Indian country aro very encouraging.The Christi ; Wesley Ogden, Customs Collector at cepted the nomination as a candidate for Par- shtop at Worcester wid it. Shure, I’ll
More About Cremation. — A pig,
Indians are thoroughly demoralized and flee- Indianola; Gen. Malloy, Internal Revenue
liament from Rome, stipulatingthat ho is to leave it wid some gentleman in the car weighing 164 pounds, having been reCollector for the Jefferson District ; Robert
ing to their agencies,losing behind them
attend tho Chamber only when he thinks his till I return,”
duced to four pounds weight of cinders
F. Campbell. Internal Revenue Collector for
everything but their ponies,arms, and clothThe case was hopeless, and the tick- in two hours, by a cremation process,
presence necessary....Six fishermen were
the Austin District. None of these men aping. The recent surrender of Satauta, and
et-seller was obliged to let Pat go, but
the invention of a German, the apparaplied for the positions,and they aro said to drowned off Lowenstoff, England, during the
could not help but smile at the task the tus has bee n favorably reported upon
other leading chiefs, demoralizedall hostile
bo men of honesty and integrity. Tho Post- recent gaie — Thus far eighty-one of the
conductor had iu prospect.
parties, and it is believed that they do not
by Prof. Hein, of Zurich, who has, it
French Councils-General have chosen their
masters at Galveston and Houston have also
contemplate further resistance.”
seems, been deputed to attend experiPresidents.
Of
this number fifty-twoare
been removed, and new men
The Chicago bar is
men substituted....
suneinuiea....
is interested in securing
Politeness Eitraordinary,
ments on the cremation of bodies at
Conservatives,and forty-niuoRepublicans— a
> consolidationof the Supremo Court Grand
r<!Ve"nerMeil't8,m tho Pr<,96Dt
Dresden.
Tho temperature reached
Conservative gain of six.... Nona Sahib, the
When the “TeDeum” for the vic-•
•
fiscalyearipromise to exceed tho estimates of
Divisions
was from 600 to 800 degrees.
famous leader in the Sepoy rebellkn, has at tory was celebrated,Thiers’ and Macthe Commissioner.... Judge Humphrey, who
It is expected that when tho report of Gen.
length been captured iu the interior of India. Mahon both attended the solemn cereThe coastwisetrade of the United
is presidiug over the court now engaged iu
Sheridan is received from Fort Sill, tho Chiefs
.... Prince Charles Bonaparte has been elected monj in the church at Versailles. Two States, during the last fiscal year, was
Satanta and Big Tree will be delivered over trying tho safe burglary conspirators,warned
President of the Council-General of Corsica. arm-chairs had been placed near the about two and one-half times greater
the newspaperreportersthat they must make
to tho State authorities of Texas, by whom
....M. Magne, late French Minister of Fi- high altar, one for Madame the wife of than the foreign trade.
they were released, to be hanged for murder, no comments on tho proceedings of the court,
nance, has been granted, a pension of 6,000 the Marshal, the other for Mme. Thiers,
for ho had the power to lock them up for conas they have violated the conditionsof their
wife of the President of the Republic.
The Markets.
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francs.

release, and have

been found in armed hos-

tempt.
It is reported from

the government,
.The variousrailPolitical.
road companies of tho West propose, among
The opponents of tho Tammany Hall Do
other measures of retreuchmeutand econo- mocracy, in New York city, have nominated
my, to reduce tho wages of their locomotive Oswald Ottendorfer for Mayor ____ Baxter the
engineers.The latter had a meeting at St. author of the famous Temperance law, who
Louis, last week, and resolved that they will was a candidatefor the Legislaturefrom
not submit to tho proposedreduction.... Dr. Wayne county, Indiana,has been defeated.
Edmund StoughtonKimberley, one of tho old
Full official returns of tho late election in
tility

to

.

.

settlers of Chicago, died at his residence in Ohio show that 218,406 votes were cast for
Lake county, 111., a short time since, aged Mr. Bell, Democrat, for Secretary of State;
seventy-two years.
221,204 votes for Allen T. Wik iff, RepubliThe Attorney-General of Illinois has de- can ; and 7,315 for John R. Buchtel,Prohibicided that tho State Hospitals for the Insane tionist," for tho same position. Boll’s official
are charitableinstitutions,and that all per- majority over Wikoff is 17,202 votes. Tho
aoiis resident in the Slate aro entitled to their officialmajoritiesin thesever.il Congressional
benefits, free of charge.,..Tho reportsof des- districts of tho State are as follows :

Spain that tho Madrid

governmenthas sent *5.000,000 for distribution among Carlist chiefs, for the purpose of
terminating tho war.... The English ship
Majie, from Dundee for Rangoon, was
wrecked iu the Hebrides during a late gale,
and twenty-four persons on board drowned.
. .The Turks iu Montenegrocontinue their
outrages on tho Christians. They have killed
eight Montenegrins and some Saxon residents
in the neighborhood of Podgoriza, and burned
a village. .It Is asserted that the government of France has confidentially informed
Russia of its readiness,upon certain conditions, to support Russia on tho Eastern
questions — Advices from the Argentine
States represent tho condition of affairs as
gloomy. Tho government troopa were joining the insurgentsin great numbers.

The

NEW YORK.
Beeves ........................
12;
IIoos— DresBcd ...............
8
Cotton .......................
15
Flour— Snperflne Western ..... 4 00 @ 4 60
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ......... 1 03 ® 1 04
No. 1 Spring .......... 1
1 21
Corn ......................... 8 5 (g>
87
Oata .......................... 55 (a
68
Rye .........................
94 (2) 98
Fork— Now Mtss.
19 371®
Lard— Steam .....
13!#

knowing that the right is the place of
honor, modestly seated herself on the
left. While the Duchess was still

kneeling, Mme. Thiers arrived.
“ Dear Madame, your chair is on the
other side!”
“ You are too good, Madame ! Really
I cannot consent.”
“Take it. I beg 1”
“ Since you desire it ; but really you
embarrass mo !” And Mme. MacMahon
rose from her knees and betook herself
to the right and continued her praters,
while Mme. President Thiers knelt ostentatiously at the left. The ceremony
over Mme. MacMahon expressed her
acknowledgments for the courtesy of
Mme. Thiers.
“ You have nothing to thank me for,”
Brazil declines to enter into reciprocal
tho latter replied. “ You did not
trading relations with Canada.... Kullroann,
know, of course, that when I came in
who attempted to kill Prince Bismarck several you were occupying my place 1”
months ago, has been unable to procure coun“ Your place ! On the left, Mme.
sel, and the Ultramoutanistsaro much President© ?”
excited at the cowardice and subservi“Certainly, Mme. Marshale. The
ency of tho bar in his district. Tho Queens of France always placed themtrial will take place at Wurzburg, which selves at the left of the altar. It was
is a center of Ultramontane influence.... tho only place, indeed, where the Queen
.

’

.
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titution in Nebraska and Kansas, caused by
Firm nistrH-Sa.vIfr.
Deni ..................2 314
tbe grasshopper plague, are daily becoming Second Diatrict— lianmng,Deni .............. 1,535
more distressing.An Associated Press dis- fkird Dimrict -Savage, l) m ..................1,1C2
Fourtli I) strict— MrMahon, I) m ..............
patch from Omaha intimates that tho whole Fifth Dial net- titce. Dent ...................5,1«9
truth has not yot been told. Death by ex- Sixth District— Hurd, Dent .............. ...... 1,787
SeventhDiatrict—Neai, Dem .................2,225
posure or starvation is the immediate prospect Kiuhth Dmtrict— Lawn-hce,ID-p ..............';J78
of thousands iu the devastated region unless Ninth Diatrict—I'opp eton, iMn ............... 42H
Tenth Diatrict—Foat.-r, H- p ...........
joq
relief is speedilyextended to them from some Eleventh D strict- Vanoe, Dem...;.: ...... ...1 242
quarter ... Bloomington,HI., iB to have new Twelfth Diatrict— Long term, Walling, Dem... 3 213
Short term, Finch, Dem ......................
4,789
water works.
ThirteenthDiatrict -Root hard, Dem .......... n]951
FourteenthDiatrict-Cowan. Dem ...........5,180
The South.
News from the sugar districtsof Louisiana FifteenthDistrict- Van Vorheea,Rep ........ 922
SixteenthDistrict— Danford, Rep ............ 1.2:w A dispatch from the Imperial Colonial Minisshow a larger crop of cane than for many Seventeenth Diatrict-Woodworth,Rep ...... 27fl
District— Monroe, Rep ........... 9,134 ter says it has been decided that certificates
years past.... An important transportation Eighteenth
Nineteenth Diatrict— Qsrfleld, Rep .......... 5 310 of naturalization
granted in the United Kingconvention, in session at Atlanta,Ga., is en- TwentiethDiatrict— Payne, Dem .............2,519
dom do not confer upon an alien any right or
deavoring to perfect arrangementsfor reIt will bo remembered that there whs no privilege in tho British colonies.... It is
duced and uniform freightrates on the Southchoice for Congressman in the Second Ver- rumored at Paris that Duke do Broglie will
ern and Southwestern railway Hues, in conmont District(Poland’s) at tho September shortly return to the cabinet .... The London
nection with a line of steamers from Savanelection, a majority being necessary to elect. Time? correspondent at Bombay telegraphs
nah to Liverpool, establishing direct trade
A second trial is to take place November 3, that it is estimated that 2,000 persons wore
between tbe Booth and Europe.
when whoever gets the most votes will win. killed in tho town and district of Midnapore
A New Orleans telegram says: “Two
Although Juago Poland has formally with- during the recent cyclone.
thousand registration frauds have already
drawn, he is reported to be hard at work in a
A dispatchto the London Times explains
been discovered, and the investigationconprivate way; but the prospect is that Mr. how the Carlisleobtain their supplies,and
tinues.
location
residences
Dennison wtll be choaen....Thoofilcial vote from the account it is evident that great ingiven by ten persons was found to on State oAecrs in Indiana, at the recent
justice has been done to France. The supan. unoccupied- lot. . One colored election, is M follows : Secretary of Stateplies have uniformly come from Liverman had registered fourteen times.”.... Curry, Republican. 164.955; Neff, Democrat,
pool, Hamburg, and Antwerp, and have
Maj. George B. Chamberlain, United 182,073; Bowles, Independent, 15,755; Stout,
been deliveredto the Carlists through
States Marshal at Atlanta, Ga., has accepted
Independent. 2,981. Auditor-Wildman,Re- Spanish.
French ports ....
the position of Chief of the Southern Branch
puolican, 165,263 ; Henderson, Democrat, James Stephens, formerly Head-Center of tho
of the Secret Service Department. . .Ex-Gor.
131,322; Prescott, Independent, 19,053. Fenians iu the United States, has writtena
Harris Flanagin died at his home in ArkadelTreasurerr— Glover, Republican. 164 971* letter declininga national subscriptionfor his
phia, Ark , last week. Ho was Governor of
Shaw. Democrat, 181,330 ; Bennett. Independ- benefit. . Ail abbess isou trial in Moscow for
Arkansas during tho war, and one of the most
ent, 19.025. Attorney-General— Denny. Re- forgeriesto the amount of *400,000. The
prominent members of the Constitutional publican, KB, 153 ; Buskirk, Democrat, 178,case causes a profound sensation iu Russia.
Convention.
859; Boelo, Independent,18,584. Sunerin- .i.-.The people of Paris will soon present
This is what happened to a party of deer
tendeut of Public Instruction-Bloas, Repub- Queen Victoria with au illuminated address,
‘

Mme. MaoMahon, born Duchess of
Cftstree, understood her position,and,
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CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers, 6 25 @ 0
Choice Natives ....... 5 75 © 6
Good to Prime Steers. 5 40 (S> 5
Cowb and Heifers ..... 2 50 <W 8
Medium to Fair ....... 4 00 ^ 4
Inferiorto Common. .. 2 00 ® 2
Hotw— Live ...............’.... 6 60 @ 6
Floor— Fancy White Winter..
7 00 @ 7
Red Winter ............ 5 60 © 6
Wheat— No. 1 Spring .......... 89

1

Rye ..........................

Barley— No.

2

CINCINNATI.
A singular and affectingtrait is re.
corded of the bison when young. Wheat— White ...............
Corn .........................
.
Whenever a cow bison falls by the hand Oats .........................
.
of the hunter, anp happens to have a Rye ..........................
calf, the helpless creature, instead of Pork— Mess ..................19
attempting to escape, sta^s by its fallen
dam, with many expressions of strong
affection. The mother being secured,
the hunter makes no attempt on the
calf, because this is unnecessary,but proceeds to out up the carcass ; and th-n,
laying it on his horse, he returns homo,
followed by tbe young one, which thus
instinctively follows the remains of its
parent. A hunter once rode into tho
town of Cincinnati, between tho Miarais,
followed in this manner by three calves,
all 01 which had just lost their dams.
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72
60
80
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00

82
46
1

88
18
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75 ©
50
92
00 @19

Labd ......................... 12J®

17

92
85

©
©
©
8-i ©

...............
. 1 12

75

©
©

©
©
@
©
©

91
84
80
44

00
50

@
@

®

@

No. 2 Spring .........
83
No. 3 Spring .......... 79
Corn— No. 2 .................. 69J?
Oats— No. 2 ................... 47
Rye— No. 2 .................... 82
Barley— No. 2 .................1 16 ® 1
Botter— Choice .............. 35
Boos-Fresh .................. 19
Pork— Mess ...................
19 25 ©19
Lard .......................... 12J©
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Rod Fall ........ 1 08 © 1
Corn— No. 2 ................... 70
Oats— No. 2 ................... 48
Rye— No. 2 .................... 78
Pork— Mess ..................20 50
Lard ......................... 11
Hogs .........................5 00 © 6
Cattle .......................3 50 © 4

did not seat herself on the right ; it is
so in order that the Queen might be
first under the hand of the Bishop as he
turns to give the benediction.”
The gratitude of Mme. MacMahon,
MILWAUKEE.
born a Castreo, for this lesson in royal Wheat— No. ................
.
etiquette which the daughter of M.
No. 2 ................
.
Dosne had condescended to give her, Corn— No. 2 ..................
Oats— No. 2 .................
may be imagined.— ftafmcy.
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00
90
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80"
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TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 1 Red ..........
Amber Michigan . ... .

1 08
1 02

Corn.. ............ ...........
Oats ........... ..............

72
49

.

.

©
©

©

©

1 09
1 04

75
61

DETROIT.
...............1 16
Amber...,......'..... 1 04
81
Corn......... ....... .....
Oats .......................... 50

Wheat— Extra

.

.

.

....

CLEVELAND.

Wheat— No. 1 Rod

.......
1 08
No. 2 Bed ............1 02
Corn ......... ..... ...........
....

'•

Oats...

...........

....

......

©
©

©
©
©
©

1 18
1 05
84
51
1 09
1 04

Romeo by Another Name in

Pennsyl-

DonH—

The Warmth of Clothing.
Tho London Medical Jlecord says

Saming

Please, Don’t.

Children.

TYING

IlKli

IlOWKr

HKtl

UNDF.ll

CHIN.

Don’t tell the little one, who may be ' A child hns a right to his individuBY SOU* I’RbltY.
adjoining that Dr. Von Pettenkofer,in a careful slightly willful, that “ the black man ality, to bo himself and no other ; to
will
come
out
of
the
dark
cellar
and
study
of
this
subject
recently
published,
maintain against the world the divine Tvicg l-.pr bonnet tinier her chin,
farms in Girard Townahip, Erie counHbo tied her raven rinifletin
ty, have for years been unfriendly on has pointed out that the permeability carry it off if it does not mind.” Don’t faot for which ho • stands. And before
Hut not alone iu the eilkon anare
account of the disagreement about the of stuffs to air is a condition of their cre*te a needless fear to go with the this fact father, mother, instructor
Did eh* catch her lovelyfloatinghair,
For, tying her bonnet under her rbiu,
seeking
line fence which separated their lauds warmth. Of equal surfacesof tho fol- child through all the stages of its ex- should stand reverently
She tied a young uuu'a heart within.
rather to understand and interpretits
both claiming tho ten feet which was lowing materials,he found that they istence.
Don’t tell the little five-year-old Jim- significancethan to wrest it from its
formerly tho lane running between the were permeated by the following relative
They wereatrolllng together up th" hill,
When* the wind cornea blowing merry and chIU
two places. Their children have grown quantities of air, the most porous flannel, my “ the school ma’am will oat off his original purpose. It is not necessarily And
It blew tho curie,a frolicsome race,
up inheritingtheir parents’ animosity, such as is used ordinarily for clothing, ears “ pull out his teeth ’’—“ tie him to bo inscribed with the familv name,
All over the happy jieach-coloredface,
or any of tke horriblestories that nor written over with tho family tradiTill, N.-oldlng and laughing, aim tied them in.
and their eldest sons have several times being taked at 100 ; flannel, 100 ; linen
Under her beautifuldimpled chin.
been sifbpcenisd as witnesses in lawsuits of medium fineness, 58 ; silk, 40 ; buck- are commonly presented to the childish tions. Nature delights in surprises,
And it blew a color, bright a* the h’osm
which have grown out of this difficulty. skin, 58 ; tanned leather, ; chamois imagination.Think you the little one and will not guarantee that the children
the pinkest fuchsia's tossing plume,
Tho case had been a sort of suit In leather, 51. Hence, if the warmth of will believe anything you tell him after of her poets shall sing, nor that every Of
All over the cheeks of the prettiest girl
he
becomes
acquainted
with
tho
gentle
c
othing
depend
upon
the
degree
in
Quaker baby shall take kindly to drab- That ever Imprisoned a romping curl,
-chancery, having run on from year to
or, tying her bonnet under her chiu,
year, byth men spending their money which it keeps out the air from our teacher who has not the least idea of color, or have an imierent longing for
Titd a young man's heart within.
in lawyers’ fees without any legal con- bodies, then glove-kid must be 100 putting these terrible threats into exe- a scoop-bonnet or a brood-brimmed
times warmer than flannel, which every cution ?
clusion.
Steeper and steeper grew the hill
hat.
Madder, merrier, chillier still
Don’t tell the children they must not
In the very naming of a child his inAbout a year ago the two farmers one knows is not the fact. The whole
1 he western wind blew down, and played
awoke one Monday morning to find that question, then, is resolved into that of drink tea because it will make them dividuality should be recognized. He The wildest tricks with the littlemaid,
As, tying her bonnet under her chin,
each had lost a child, —one his youngest ventilation. If several layers of the black, while you continue the use, of it should not bo invested with the cast-off
She tied a young man's h<-art within.
son and the other his only daughter. same material be placed together, and daily. Your example is more to them cognomen of some dead ancestor of hisLike the houses of Montague and Cap- the air be allowed to permeate through thau p *ecep ; and while your face is as torical celebrity, a name musty as the
O western wind, do yon think It was fair
To play such tricks with her floatinghair?
nlet in “ Romeo and Juliet,” tho scions them, the ventilationthrough the sec- fair as a June morning they will scarce- grave-clothes of the original wearer—
To gladly,gleefullydo your best
of the two rival houses had secretly ond layer is not much less than through ly credit the oft-toldtale. Either give dolefullyredolentof old associations—
To blow her against the young man's breast,
Where he as gladly folded her iu,
cherished a fondness for one another, the first, since the meshes of the two up drinking tho pleasant beverage or a ghostly index finger forever pointing
Aud kissed her mouth and her dimpledchin ?
and, knowing tho feud between the fam- form a system of continuoustubes of give your children a better reason for to tho punt. Let it be something fresh;
ilies, without divulging their passions uniform diameter, and the rapidity of its non-use.
a new name standing for a new fact, the
AB ! Ellery Vane, you littlethought
An hour ago, when you besought
Dou’V tell them that they must not suggestion of a history yet to bo writor intention, they met clandestinely, and the movement of the air through these
Tula country lass to walk with you,
eat
sugar
or
sweetmeats,
because
it
will
is affected merely by the resulting friccurried i&to eflect an elopement
ten, a prophecy to be fulfilled. The
Aftor the sun bad dried the dew,
What perilous danger you’d be In,
A week passed, at the end of which tion. Through our clothing, then, there rot their teeth. Pure sugar does not ass was well enough clothed in his own
as ahe tied her boum t under her chin.
tho lather of the runaway daughter passes a stream of air, the amount of cause the teeth to decay ; and sugar russet, but when he would put on the
was culled on to >go to Erie to attend which, as in ventilation,depends upon with fruits is nutritious and healthy, skin of the lion every attribute became
Himor.
again to the everlasting lawsuit. He the size of tho meshes, upon the differ- notwithstanding the “ old saw ” to the contemptible. Commonplace people
went in early to the office of the law- eno of temperaturebetween the exter- contrary. The case of city children is slip easily through tho world, but when
Foul play— Cook fighting.
yer, and, taking up one of his weekly nal and internal atmosphere, and upon often cited as if tho cause of their pale we find them heralded by great names
Canon law— Touch aud go.
papers, . read the marriage notice of the velocity of the surrounding air. faces and slight constitutionwere an wo resent tho incongruity, and insist
Emma. It was a terrible blow, and he Our clothing,then, is required not to over amount of sweetme ts with their upon making them less than they are.
Coal heaps— The black hills.
went out into tho yard to try and walk prevent the admission of the air, but to diet, when the actual cause is want of George Washington selling peanuts,
Tub mosquito’s note is always prooil' his excitement. All that passed regulatethe same so that our nervous pure air and proper exercise.
Julius Cttsar us a bootblack, and Virgil
tested.
Don’t
toll
the
sick
one
that
the
medithrough the old gentleman’smind is system shall be sensible of no movea vender of old clothes, make but a
not known, but there seemed to be a ment in the air. Further, our clothes, cine is not bad to take, when you can sorry figure. Leave to the dead kings
Thu foundry for casting shadows is
desperate struggle within, which re- at the same time, regulate the tempera- hardly keep your own stomach from their purple and ermine, to the poets the suu.
sulted in his returning to the lawyer’s ture of tho contained air, as it passes turning “ inside out ” at the smell of it. their laurels, and to tlie heroes of tho
A mien advantage— A superiority in
office and postponing the business. through them, so that the temperature Better by far to tell him the simple earth solo possession of tho names they
appearance.
Then ho drove directly to his farm and of the air between the clothing and the truth, that it is disagreeable,but neces- have rendered immortal.
had a long private interview with his surface of our body averages 84 deg. to sary for his health, and you desire him
Let the child have a name that does
business note ; Paper mills are
wife ; then he did what he had not done 86 deg. Fahrenheit. The hygroscopic to take it at once. Ten to one ho will not mean too much at the outset, but running on reduced time aud paper on
for twenty years— went over and called property of different material used for swallow it with half the trouble of coax- which ho can fill with his individu- extended time.
thing essentially
essentii
modifies their func- ing and worry of words, and love you ality, and make by-and-by to stead for
on his enemy. He was found sick, hav- clothing
A very fat English Indy boasted that
ing been confined to hit* room since the tions. This property varies with tho better for your firm, decided manner.
exactly the fact that he is.— Victoria
she
had brought her husband £20,000.
Don’t teach the children by example Magazine.
abandonment of his favorite son. But differentmaterials ; wool, for in.stane*e,
“
Well,
you look it l” replied her
tho two farmers met, and both for a takes up more water than linen, while to tell white lies to each other and to
friend.
few minutes stood face to face in pro- the latter takes up and gives off its wa- their neighbors. Guard your lips and
An Earthquake Experience.
tery contents more rapidly than the bridle your tongue if you desire to
found silence.
Da. Ayrh, of Lowell, wiH leave his
A lady correspondentof the CleveAt length tho father of Emma spoke: former. The more the air is displaced have the generation truthful. Truthhandsome
daughter $2,000,000 iu greenland Herald, writing from Callao, gives
“ I have come to settle the dispute; by water from the clothes, the less will fulness is one of tho foundation stones
backs, and there’s a sugar-coated pill
of heaven. Remember the old, old as follows her first experience of an worth taking.
Ut the children bavo the lot on either be their power of retaining the heat
earthquake shock: “Night before
side of the lane, and I will build them in other words, they will conduct the Book says, “ no liar ” shall enter within
last wo wore baring a very restless
An Eastern paper tells what “ a
heat more rapidly, and hence we are the gates of tho beautiful city. There
a house.”
night ; could not get to sleep. About brutal stepfather of Cincinnati ” did.
is
no
distinction
between
white
lies
and
quickly chilled by wet garments. »
“And I will furnish it.”
12 o’clock Belle awoke, her big eyes We have heard, ere yet, of gty fathers,
those of a darker hue. The falsehood
So tho recreant children were sent
wide open, and a few moments after a but never before knew of a city with a
The
Scsaroch.
is an untruth, & hether • the matter be
for and forgiven,and came home to relow, underground thunder came rolling step father.— De/roW Tribune.
Tho Russians, it is said, have adopted great or small.— /Jura/ New Yorker.
ceive their parents’ blessing. And
toward us. H sprang up and said
now there are no more lawyers for the a new shell which, from its formidable
One of the “Black Crook” ballet
* earthquake,’ but there was no need of
{Sunlight for the Sick.
two farmers, hut each has faithfully character, according to recent experigirls fell on the foot lights at Sacrabring informed, for it was unmistakafulfilledhis contract in regard to his ments, Is attracting much attention on
Dr. Wm. H. Hammond, in discussing ble. I jumped from my bed and cried, mento, a few evenings since, but eshouse and furniture.—/teaver [Pa.) the part of military authorities. The the sanitary influence of light, obcaped burning from tho fact that
‘O, my God!’ By the time we were
following description of the new proArgus,
serves that the effects of deficient light fairly up, the house was convulsed with she had nothing on which would take
jt ctile is going the rounds of the scienThe Koumis Cure for Consumption. tific press. It is well known that tho upon the inmates of hospital wards and tho demoniac shake. I had but one tire.
“ Biddy,” said a lady, “ step over and
A correspondent of the London Daifg ordinary elongated bolt will not permit sick chambers have frequently come idea in my head ; it had been told me a
News, writing from Samara, on the of a ricochet tire, and as this species under his special notice ; that most few nights before to keep my slippers see how old Mrs. Jones is this mornVolga, says : “It has long been known of firing is very effective against masses physicians know how carefully tue always by the bedside. I had neglected ing.” In a few minutes Biddy returned
attendants upon the siek endeavor to to do so, and in the frenzy of fright I with the information that Mrs. Jones
that the Tartar tribes inhabiting what of troops, the loss is a matter of conis generally known as Independent siderable moment. The sczaroch, as exclude every ray of light from the could only cry out, ‘ Oh, where are my was seventy-two years, seven months,
Tartary (no longer, however, since Gen. the new projectile is called, is either a apartment, and even some members of slippers?’B., who lay in her little aud two days old that morning.
Kaufmann’s visit, particularly inde- percussion or a time shell, combined the professionare singularlyassiduous bed quite Composed, not appreciating An ostentatious undertaker of Troy,
pendent), and nomad tribes scattered with a shot. The latter ricochets in this respect ; but that the practice, the danger, told me just where they having charge of an aristocratic fu acral
over its northern frontiers, the Turko- beyond the point of explosion of except in some cases of actual disorder were. My hands were cold and clam- lately, mounted the altar steps and demans and the Kirghis, as well as othei the bursting charge. The shell por- of the brain and other parts of the my, aud I was truly beside myself. 1 livered the following address : “ Latribes more or less akin to these, tion is a simple iron cylinder, to one nervous system, is pernicious,admits cannot describe an earthquake in a dies and gentlemen will please keep
such as the half-nomad Bashkirs of end of which is secured by a thin sheet of no question. During the late civil manner that you could comprehend. their seats till tho corpse passes out.”
Orenberg, all used fermented mare’s of lead a spherical shot. On leaving war Dr. H. visited a camp and hospital They are neither sublime uor grand,
A Sabbath-schoolteacher in an admilk, which they called Koumis, not tho gun the combined projectileacts in West Virginia, in consequence of in- but terrible and demoniacal. This one
only as a beverage, but ns a substantial like an ordinary elongated shell, but as formation received that the sickness lasted about fifteen or sixteen seconds, joining town asked one of her scholars
portion of their daily food. It was re- soon as the explosion of the charge aud mortalitythere prevailingwere un- yet it aroused sensations that I did not what animals Noah took into the ark,
ported to combine the nourishing prop- takes place the cylinder Hies to pieces, accountablygreat, and he made a jet over for twenty-four hours. All to which she received tho very prompt
minute examination into all the cir- tight I was trying to realize that God reply: “The leopard, tho shepherd,
erties of milk with the invigorating while the shot, impelled with the addicumstances connected with the situa- lad anything to do with a terror so tho bob-tail monkey and the bear.”
qualities of alcohol ; indeed, among its tional velocity ricochets for hundreds of
tion of the camp, the food of the men, horrible.”
Smart boy.
other virtues, it was said to exhilarate feet ahead. In firing at batteries it is
etc.
Among
other
peculiaritieslie
and intoxicate. It came into tho heads claimed that the double eflect of this
Jones is always finding out queer felVelocity of Thought.
found the sick crowded into a small
of some Russian medical men, of whom, projectilecomes into excellent use, as
lows. Ho found out a man tho other
room, from which the light was exThe velocity of thought is commonly day who was always unfair iu all his reI believe, Hr. Portnikoff, of Samara, to tho shell might be exploded among the
have been one of the first, that this guns, while the ball would strike far in cluded by blinds of India-rubber cloth. regarded as unsurpassed in uature, a marks. The only way Jones could acpatients were as effectually notion which is well illustratedby the
koumis might possibly possess medical the rear among the reserves ; or while
count for it was, that whou the man
bleached as is celery by the earth being phrase “quick as thought,”so freproperties as well, it was observed the shell might burst in the front rank
was young ho fell down on tho sidewalk
heaped up around it ; pale, bloodless, quently used to express the utmost conthat consumption and its cognate dis- of an advancing column, the ball would
and knocked all his brains into one side
ghost-like looking forms, they seemed ceivable rapidity of action. But Mr.
orders were unknown among the tribes continue its course through several sucof his head. Therefore he can’t help
to be scarcelymortal. Convalescence George F. Bodwell, in an extremely
who habituallydrank koumis. Starting ceeding columns.
being one sided in his ideas.
was, under such circumstances,ac- suggestive paper on the perception of
from this observation,experiments were
coriing to Dr. Hammond, almost im- tho invisible, lately printed in MacmilA gentleman who had the curiosity
Corn iu England.
made on the vilia corpora of consumppossible, and his belief was that many lan's Magazine, points out that “quick to spend a dime iu answering an advertive patients, and with highly beneficial
The N. Y. Tribune contains the folresults. Upon this Dr. Portnikoff owing: It would be strange indeed if of the men hud died, who, had they as thought” is not uearly so “ quick as tisement which promised valuable adstarted a koumis establishmentat we should be indebted to England for a been subjected to the operation of the lightning ;” for while, according to Sir vice for that amount, received by mail
Samara. Its situation offered him variety of corn hardy enough to resist simplest laws of Mature, would have Charles Wheatstone, a flash of light- tho following answer: “Friend, for
ning lasts only the one thousandth part ten cepts postage, please find inclosed
many advantages. In the first place, severe frosts. A statement is, however, recovered.
of a second, the experimentsof Bon- advice which may bo of great value to
from its position on the Volga, it was mbUshed in the English papers that
The
Religion
of
English
Royalty.
ders show that it takes about one you : As many persons are injured for
at least approachable, whertas Oren- “Cobbett’s thousand-foldacclimated
berg, the nearest spot where koumis Indian corn” has been successfully Queen Victoriais the legal head of twenty sixth part of a second to think. weeks, months and years by tho carecould be said to be indigenous, was tho adapted to the cool aud variable climate the Episcopal Church of England and We believe, however, that the experi- less use of a knife, therefore, my f dvioe
ultima thulc of the civilized world. of England, in which heretofore our the Presbyterian Church of Scotland. ments made by Prof. Ogdon N. Retd, is, when you use a knife always whittle
This new establishment on the Volga corn could not bo grown or ripened. When she is in England her Presbyte- of Columbia College, New York, dur- from you.”
WIII/OPOPHT.
was the means, therefore, of pushing William Cobbett will be remembered as rianism is technicallycalled “dissent,” ing a thunder-storm iu August, 1870,
Alan! Black! ami welladay!
the koumis outposts 300 miles westward. the English Liberal agitator who for aud wlien in Scotland herEpiscopalianism showed that the duration of the flashes
How abort my ca*h la running
In the next place it was observed that some time had his residenceupon Long there becomes “dissent." She has a of lightning then seen was twice as
I tlml I cannot make my way
By |«>ctry aud punning.
the pasturage at Samara was similar to Island. His son, William Cobbett, has morbid hatred of ritualism.The Prince great as Sir Charles Wheatstone’sreHut poverty la not a crime,
that of Orenberg. It is supposed that long been endeavoring to introduce the of Wales is inclinedto ritualisticcere- sult— or, iu round numbers, the five
And I am young and clever;
ThU kind of thing will end in time—
tho virtue of koumis consists in a great growth of coru into England, and now monies, while his eldest sister, the hundredth part of a second.
It can't go on forever.
measure in the rich quality of the mare’s it seems he claims to have succeeded. Princess of Germany, is a Lutheran ;
his
brother-in-law,
Lord
Lome,
is
a
Big
Home
Stretch.—
“I
conversed,”
.milk, which agaiu is dependent, not We learn that upwards of three acres of
My health la io a pretty Kate
I'm aoiuething of a akeptic
only on the race of mares, but on tho this acclimated corn is now growing at Presbyterian ; another brother-in-law, says a writer, “ with a racist to-day.
Regardingtha dfcreea of fata
pasturage on which they are fed. All Hounslow, near London, and that it the Prince Imperial of Prussia, is a He told me how he won a race in New
(Which meaua that I’m dlynpaptic).
Hut this may altar by-aud-by
these are propositionswhich are more has successfully withstood some severe Protestant Lutheran ; a sister-in-law, Haven. For four weeks he mixed soft
Shall I daapalr ? Mo, never
the Duchess of Edinburgh, is a Greek rubber with the horse’s oats, aud every
. or less vehementlyaffirmed and denied frosts with great hardihood, and is now
I miuf In time get well or die
by the different camps into which very promising. If our neighbors in Catholic ; her husband is a Low Church day he hitched that horse to a post and
It can’t go on forever.
Episcopalian ; the other brothers and opened & blue-cotton umbrella in his
koumis connoisseurs are divided,”
tho East have really produced a frostI love, and I muat hear the woe
sisters are Episcopaliansaud Presby- face, making him pull pack, stretching
proof corn so prolific as it is made to
To which my folly doemi me
The Remington Revolver. —The name
terians
by
turn, their particularcreed his neck awfully. Then when he shut
She kuowa, but will uut aeem to know,
appear by the sounding title given to it,
The paaaton that couaumea me.
of Remington is known the world over as
and which we have quoted, it will go io depending upon their residence. The his umbrella the horse would stop pullMy heart la fettend In a chain
that of the inventor and manufacturer
Princess
of
Wales
clings to the faith iug. and his neck would resume its
shake our faith in our permanent deImpoaalhle to sever;
of the famous Remington printingpress,
'Twill break or struggle free again—
original length. He got the horse’s
pendence upon Europe as a market for she was taught in Denmark.
It
can't go on forever.
the Remington rifle, and the Remingneck very elastic, and on the day of the
our surplus crop of this cereal, and, on
ton sewing machine. The name has
Switzerland.—Recent statistics show race, as his and other horses were on
the contrary, cause us to look thither
An invention is now on exhibitionin
recently acquired fresh fame in conneothat
of 485,000 households of Switzer- the home-stretch, side by side, just at
for a supply of seed of so valuable a
Liverpool
by which oil or glycerine is
tiou wiih the Remington revolver,one
plant. Bat we are somewhat doubtful land, 465,000 possess landed property, the finish, the driver struck this man’s made to perform the functionsof steam,
of the most effective weapons ever inhorse
a
blow
behind
his
ears,
and
his
and of the entire population of 2,400,
as to the. truth of this statement.
by the same means— applicationof heat
vented— as superior to Colt’s as the lat
000, about 500,000 only have no landed neck shot out almost a rod, winning the
— which expands the oil placed in small
ter is to the old-fashionedblunderbuss.
Apropos of the increasinguse of car- possessions. About one person in race by a neck. It is said to be the cylinders, from which it is claimed a
This pistol, elegantlynickel-plated, anc
twenty lives by alms, while iu Eugland biggest home stretch on record.”
pressure of 10,000 pounds per square
accompaniedby 100 cartridges, is being rier-pigeonsfor press purposes in Eu- there is one to every eight, and in
inch may be obtained without the dangiven away to canvassers for The rope, an English paper records a case France one to every nine. The great
Mr. Bennett, of the Herald, having ger of steam explosion; which prevents
Chicago Ledger. Send seven names of interest. An ocean humming bird, majority of the people live bWagricultoffered to pay one- fourth tl?e cost of an
using a pressure of more than 200
and 810 to the Ledger Company, Chi of great docility, intelligence and ure, but the exports nevertheless
expedition to discover the North Pole, pounds to tho square inch generally. In
spirit,
hks
been
found
in
Iceland,
which
cago, and procure a Remington re
ilies at the meteor-like speed of 150 amount to 858,000,000 annually above on coudition that the rest of the press this cash uu explosion would only crack
volver for nothing.
miles an hour. A pair of these birds, home consumption. The three Protes- throughout the country should pay the the cylinder containingthe oil, it is
An exchange has an acquaintance whose present home is in Kent, within tant cantons are richerthau the ten or other t^rce-fourths,Mr. Murat Hal- claimed. TJie applicationof this prostead, of the CincinuatiCommercial,
who remarks that he has often heard ten miles of London, recently carried twelve Roman Catholic cantons.
cess has been made to a printing press
“ raises” Mr. Benuett, and offers to
dispatches
from
Paris
to
their
home
the pxoverb, “ A friend m need is &
and a punching and riyeting machine,
person in Hardwick, Mo., dis give a million dollars for a Polar expe- which are on exhibition.
friend indeed,” but he says he can’t in one hour and a quarter. They do
see where the laugh comes in. He has the distance from that to London in a playe l the following inscriptionon his dition, provided every editor in the
The snicides in 1 aria average ten %
a friend in need who is ' always borrow- quarter of an hour, including delivery fence: “ Nobuddy hitch i.o bosses to country will add a thousand dollars to
| the fund.
day.
this fens."
of their dispatch.
ing money of him.
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Drug Store

All those ow ing me a’e requestedto

come
River

Street.

Holland. Mich., Sept.
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Bent the details uf Uii* County steal. The Wtes rendered harmless and the wounded are
organizati.muf a eertain Publishing (loin- healed without a scar. The receipt is published
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Druggists A Gen. Agio., Han Francisco, Cab.
A cor. Washington and Chariton Sts., N.Y.

EIGHTH STREET.

BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS A DEALER*
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The undersignedw ould respectfullyannounce t
the public of Holland uud vicinity’ that he ha
opened a shop for the repairing of

Oils.

1

Store as at any

he st.lelly

pure. ; GUUS,

1‘HSSCS

Chamois

Skin,

|

("‘.''neni.ah nnst-

Counter, Cloth,
k’Si'o

S^WtHg MaChlnGS, EtC

und all other repairsln that line, either of wood i
metal.
For the present1 have located my shop In Hi
HlarkHmithsho ofiMr. (5. .1. tk Yaauw kuk, opp
site the new Flour-mill. Eighth street.
I also deal In second hand Hewing Machines, #n
P'trtles wishingto make purchases, will ito w ell t
call and examine my stock.'
F. V ELK ERS.
IIoli and. Mich., Oct. 10, 18
139
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Hair ami

ofllce.

Paint Brushes.
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GUNSMITH.

Medicines,

.Sept. lo. 1874.
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mild LnxaUvt

Dings,

rwi'ifiiTcrrt.,,

Holland (’itt. Mich

remove the cause, and by

properties of Dk. Walker’s Vinkoak Bittrkr ate the best safe-guard In cases of eruptions and malignantfevers. Their balsamic,
healing, and soothing properties protect tho
humors of the fauces. Their Bedative properties allay paiu iu the nervous nystem.
stomach and bowels, either from Inflammation, wind, colic, cramp*,etc.
Hi reel ions.— Take of the Bitters on
(going to Itcd at night from a half to one and
one-half wlue-glassful. Eat good nourishing
food, such as beef-steak,mutton chop, venison, roast beef, and vegetables, and take
out-doorexercise. They are composed of
purely vegetableIngredients, and contain
no spirit.
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; Does a general Banking, B .change,and Col- I
more than a siihstlturefor Castor 'ectlonbusiness. Collections made on all points
0il* 11 u */•"•'
"rtlcleio existence
MlenlHr.tten<

CASH FOR WOOD.

'

Jtand the natural com«C(,uenc(«.Public1 IV'7K,KMA^ HH0” w*Bon and Blacksmith
•opinion since IhD late revelation of facts luLMlQulTRimm^-oL ,ns *ml al1 k,i,d', °r rt,pu,r*
lias shifted Ihe burden of imwif \ml it '
at all to

1

,
i may ^

fore the people of this County, or else
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„„.ml,>,,

cents per Inttle; large
-• J- B- ...Dose A Co., 53 Broadway,
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loan and not securing ils return, is not for
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all these cases lu a
purllyiug the Blood
resolving
awray Ihe qffects of the Inflammation (the
tultcrcular tlepoalla) the affected parts recolve health, and a permanentcure la
effected.

they

cent a month. Mend for particulars. Yumbridge
A Co . Hankers. 2 Wall St.. N Y.

were
of this

wlml OMCUl
kny and till of the men connecled with
this "m-heme” are guilty, either as piim i-
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ruhnlngtumors. Ac., have been received. Wewlll
AT a meeting cf the Board of Directors, of the
send a clicularcontainingceniflfates. the recipe, “Holland Iron Company.” held ai ihe ( in of Hid
land on Thursday afternoon. September JO. 1871 it
to well surmiwd before the trial
Ac .ffratlMoanyone
napiestlngIt. One bottle
was unanimously resolved to make an assessment
Crtse. and needed only the ’‘hrillging out ’ °f ,h,‘-v''l,mv wrapper Centaur Liniment Is wortl .....
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« « io on
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skh k of
or said com
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per. cent
the
capital stock
in ('iniri in io-.Iit in miii^fvmi iiu...;,.:1 on° b>*»(ln,'l dollarsfor spav Inodors weened horses l,,,n>‘ “bjl ‘bat tbe same In1 paid within thirty dais
ID tourt, III order to sutlsh Itn inquiring ail(, or for ,m.w.Morm in
. at the office of thoWun r, Mr. N. Kenyon. *
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cluding frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout,

gut mixed up with a surplus in
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guaranteed oh
commission or salary. Address.* Kills Manufacrheumatism,pain or swellingdeserve to suffer if firing Co . Waltham, Mass,

nctipts, the ’‘when,"
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a'l-healingpain relievers. Cripples throw

i* nut necessary fur

finance*, especial y
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and present pushimi
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v
Challenge washer. Best und cheapest. 50.(100 sold.
Io use. 10 ytars Sent on trial a' vwhere. Return
frame, and of strains,spavin, galls. Ac., upon mil- at our expense,if it fulls to give entire satisfaction.
mala In one year tljan have all other pretended Agents wanted. They average $1" pur dav. Send
remediessince the world began. They are counter- lor circular. S. W. Palmer A C’o. Auburn'. N. Y.
irritant.

Company

—

Swellings, Ulcers, Erysipelas,Swelledneck.
Goitre, Scrofulousliiilammatious, Indolent
luflammutlons, Mercurial Ailections, Old
Sores, Eruptions of the Skin, Sore Eyea,
etc., etc. lu these as iu all other cousiltutlouul Diseases. Wai.kkk’s Vinkoak Bittkks have shown their great curative powers in the most olmiinateand Intractable
cases.

§

a
Z
rh

future delivery,

'

and mau/

others, with their vast tributaries,throughout our entire country during the Summer
and Autumn, and remarkablyso during seasons of unusual heat and dryness, are Invariably accompaniedby extensive derangements of the stomach and liver, amt
other atKlomlnalviscera. In their treatment, a purgative, exertinga powerful Influence upon these various organs, is essentially necessary There Is no cathartic fot
the purjtose equal to Dk. J. Wai.kkk’s Vinkoar UirrRKri,as they will speedily remove
the dark-colored viscid matter with w hlcb
the bowel# are loaded, at the same time
Rllmuluting the secretions of the liver, am!
generally restoring the healthy runctiousol
the digestive organs

Ht-rofuln,or KlnaVi Uvil, Whitt

r\ ~

All correspondence by Mail will receive

|

c

a

prompt attention. R. RANTERS,
HOLLAND, Midi., May 1, 1874. 115-tf
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swellings, caked breasts, scalds,
burn-, salt-rheum ear-ache, xc., upon the human
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J CAKTYBUIHOWS
Harmony St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

CENTAU ^LINIMENTS.

legal cusrodrihof these moneys is “not
guilty,” necessarilyraises

n

I heruBy give notice
< ---- to
*

AMr««.

tu-dny still mining nr unreturned;and the

Havanuuli, Roanoke, James,

>. *

STAVES, WOOD AND BARK.

v.iu.uv

Winted.

out the United State#, especiallythose of the
Mississippi,Ohio, Missouri. Illinois. Tenne#ee, Cumberland. Arkansas,Red, Colorado.
Bnuoa, Rio Grande,Pearl, Alabama, Mobile.
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DEALER IN

Perfume Sachet, Chinese
Puzzle, and
a nne
tine i
viiiiicm- ruzzie,
aim a
Try a Pack- j llltel’CSteu
U*«*a for Other anil unhiwtul pur|Hwc*s;thHtnire. Price, post paid. SOcents, or S for $1. Agents
t
is

108-iy

!

STREET,

should send at once for

piece of Ladles’ or Gents’ Jewelry.

.

1874.

13,

tkks twice a week.
HllioiiM, Uenilttcnt and Inler*
millent Fevcn». which are so prevalent
lu the valleys of our great rivers through-

“Non Explosive

R. RANTERS

of the Excelsior Stationary Packets, contain-

Picks.
.
.v.., .

the public moneys of this County and

Plumbers, Typesetters.Gold-beatersamt

'

Pens. Blank Hook, Blotter. Photographs.Tomh

several thousands of dollars taken from

gaged In Paints ami Minerals,such an

and Mill Stuff

X

ing Note Paper. Envelopes,Pen Holder. Pencils,

facts then, that there are

ibis mnnpy has ni-ver lieen relurned ami

•

vtl’am,

Holland, Aug.

Every Person,

deficiency in the County Treasury, and

-

PJoni’ peed

Vegetables in their Seasons.

kept there and there is no unnecessary delay. Try

people ami the tax-payers of this Count)

,
.....

GROCE

1
|

Sole Agent in this City for the
I.amps.
best place for a meal, or a lunch, in Grand Rapid#** **

jury

of his jieers, will undoubtedly strike the

known. The

^trcc,‘Holland, Michigan.

o

Monday and Tuesday of this week,
To the traveling public, and those leaving for
and resulted in a Nut Guilty. This verGrand Rapids on the afternoontrain, we would
dict, which we must presume to have been state that Bl RGARD'S. 38 Peirl fltMtt. is the

amount thereof are well

^

Pin. Tape and other Worms,
lurking In the system of so mauy UmuxurnN,
are effectually destroyed ami removed.
Says a distinguished
physiologist:
Thera la
scarcely an individual on Ihe face of the
earth whoso liody is exempt from the presence of worms. It Is not upon tha health/
elementsof the timly that worms exist, but
upon the inseascdbumorsand slimy deposits
that breed these living nionsiers of disease.
No system of medicine,no vermifuges, no
antlielmlultics,will free the system from
worms like these Bitters.
Ylct hunlrul IMucawea.- Persons en-

beg leave to call the attention of the Public
tothe fact that wc have opened. In LABARBE'8
OLD FURNITURE STORE (west of Van L»nde4 FLOUR & FEED and
V Store.
we shall keep on hand everythingthat pertains
to a complete Family Supply store.
to a complete Famli

i
,

olF on

ibe exact

Its Impurities bursilng through
the skin Iu Pimples, Eruptions, or Sores :
cleanse It when you Uud It o list rue ted ami
sluggish in the veins ; cleanse It when ll la
foul; your feelings will tell you when.
Keep the hloml pure, ami the health of t!u>
system will follow.

Glassware.
|p5iti5t6K.«.
_ ys Atlowe2‘Sf?fee,8-i

came

a

(ieunec (he Vitiated Blood whenever you Hud

& FEED.

Cheap
—
| ’ll .V
Crockery,

*—

Treasurer of the County of Ottawa, for

honestly and impartially rendered by

DEALERS IN

AND

A

Goods and Notions, which I offer
for t'anh. Give me a call, and examine

N. Dickinson, late

the embezzlement of public moneys,

DrnggispA Pharmacist.

1874

DEALER

18, 1874.

A large and choice st<ick of Fashionable1>
Fall Dress Good», Flannels, Furnishing

It

3

A.

8k In DieenNca, Eruptions, TetSalt Rheum. Blotches, spois, Pimples,
Pustules, Bolls, Carbuncles. Klng-worimC
Scald-Head,Sore Eyes, Erysipelas.Itch,
Scurfs. Discolorations of the Skin, llunmr*
and Diseases of the Skin, of w hatever name
or nature, are literally dug up and carried
nut of the system in a short time by the usu
of these Bitters. One Isittle in such case*
will convince the most Incredulous of their
curative effects.

HEBER WALSH

MEENGS,
IN

H.

Just Received.

G.

30.

For

ter,

Q-H/OOER,IES

and Dwelling on South

also offer a good Lot

I

,

lironio

organs.

SL00TER & HIGGINS

come and

soon.

Proprietor.

HOLLAND CITY NEWi.

Cost.

settle. Parties having binding to do will please

Hkber Waj.ph,

Holland, Sept.

If

^

For Cash At

-

“

aurpasml.It is warrantedsuperior to am
white Lead in this market, and is sold at much
less price. My stock is purchasedIn large quantities of firsthands, saving all jobbers’ profits' and I
can therefore nfftird to sell below my ne ghhors
Remember— I <m not to b* uidtruJd U art*, lion*
n the Statt of Michigan. Call and se*.

Confer I ion ary,
Toys Etc.

<

mittent Fevers. Diseases of ihe Blood, Liver,
Kidneys and Bladder, these Bitters have
lieen most successful.Such Diseases are
caused by VitiatedBlond, which Is generally
produced by derangement of the Digestive

is not

iloticco.

schr Hone— TOO t»s butter 150 dor.
TP* hush potatoes 5(Mi lbs barley 45 necticut.
hush apples 550 cabbages 10 hush
omonlSoush turnips 3U) lbs h. w.
Special Notice
flour 4 bush peas.
" schr Spray— At cos wood.
26 schr Banner— 26 cds wood 30 cds hark.
The City
will
kept
27 schr Tri Color— 26 m ft oak lumber.
open
on
Sundays,
until
further
notice
is
28 schr A. Plugger- 94 m r r ties.
•• achr Wollln-.iOm ft. lumber 57 bbls flour given.
2o cds slabs.

For liifluniumlory and

KlieiiniHliNtn and Gout, Uyspcpeia or
Indigestion, Bilious, Remittent ami Inter-

Holland City White Lead

A. Plugger 87—
Wollin 4d t— IfiO Hides.

24

,

.

Pencils,

M. C. Hoffman, Insurance and Real
Fs’ate Agent, ut Holland, Mich. Agent
for the “American Insurance Company,”
eggs of Chicago, and the “ Fairfield,"of Con-

l or I’eiMMle Com plain fn, in yoiiug
or oM. married or single, ai the dawn of
womanhood, or the turn of life,these Tonic
Bittersdisplay so decided an Influence that
a marked Improvement Is soon perceptible.

,
Every bodv who
Sm-unri: ?!‘rC.,ia:f PA,NTH- OILS, VARNISH.
!.!!ck , Th;GUSS’el'-’ ,oca" an^ examine mj

Diaries,

Special

D»«pep«la or Indigestion, Headache, Pain In the Shoulders. Coughs. Tightness of the Chest, Dizziness, Sour Eructations of the Stomach, Lad Taste in the
Mouth, Bilious Attacks, PnlnitathiH of tho
Heart, Inflammationof the Lungs, Pain In
the region of the Kldurys,and a hundred
other painful symptoms, are the offsprlnge
of Dyspepsia. In these complaintsIt hua
no equal, and one Imtlle will prove a lietter
guarantee of Its merits than a lengthy advertisement.

WANT

I

PICTURES,

Albums,

DEPARTURES.
Oct.

P.

1—

Banner 7lt—
Trt Color -

en

Paper,
Envelope?,
Writing Books,
Pens,

Miller Harrison,

Wm. Vkubekk,

my

‘

J.

II.

Intend to remove and will close out
tire stock of

Stationary and School Books.

Cttmpliell
Clark T.

point of repair.

perfectlypore.
Prick List sent free on application. 115 1y

I

I

List of letters remaining in the Post
Office at Holland, Mivh., Oct. 29,

No I’croon can take theee miters according lo directions, and remain
long unwell, provided their bonoi are not
destroyed by mineralpoison or other means,
and the vital organs wasted beyond the

CLOSING OUT!! i

None, as circuit judge in this district
The vote standing:for II. C. Akely, »; E.
Baxter 7. Full bar not present.”— //cru/n.

Jltttfllijjcttff.

WADSWORTH.

BENSON

to fill the vacancy
J.

iuANO

0r
Mortgage

Ottawa

caused by the resignation of Hon.

MIAu’.VAKK

!

was decided to ask the appoint-

ment of

Vlneffar Rltfera are not a vtie rain y
Drink, made of Poor Rum. Whisky, Proof
Bplrltsand Refuse Liquors, doctored, splceit,
and sweetened to please the taste, called'•Tonics,” ''Appetizers,” '‘lleatorere,”1c.,
that lead the tippleron to drunkenness and
ruin, but are a true Medicine, made from
the native roots and herbs of California,
free from all Alcoholic Stlmulanta. They are
the Great Ulooil Purifier and a Ufe-glvlng
Principle, a Perfect Renovatorand Inylgurator of the System, carrying off all polsflnoua
matter, and restoring the blood to a health/
condition, enrichingIt. retreshlng and Invigorating ImUIi niliul and Isvly. They are
easy of administration, prompt In their action. certain In their results,sate and reliable In all forms of disease.
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green ..................
Hemlock Bark ....................
4 50@5 0)
Htavc*, white oak ...............
18 flUkbM oo partial in hi* decisions. He has the conHeading bolts, s«iftwchkI ........... 3 00© 8 50
Heading holts, hardwood ..................
4 50 fidence of the entire community. If the
Htave bolts, softwood ................... 3 50 Governor wishes to make an appointment
Stave bolts,hard *04*1 ....................4 00
Railroad ties, ...............................
that will he an honor to him, lie will cer-
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“At a bar meeting in
Allegan, a uanimuus recommendation was
madi asking the Governor to appoint Dan
J. Arnold as Circuit Judge in place of
John W. Stone resigned. Mr. Arnold has
been a resident of this county for years,
has been the senior member of the firm of
Arnold & Stone, and is now a member of
the law Ann of Williams, Arnold & Padgbani; is a man of irreproachable character
of sound legal judgment and will he im-

Wood, Staves, Etc,
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in the following:
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l2M) day of April,
i....Lor^
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April. In
In tbe
the year of
of our
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.......
Smoked ahoulders, V lb ...........
Turkeys,V lb ............ .......
Tallow. V lb .......................

Fe-d. V You

the

was recorded In the Officeof iht.
Oj tb Mo*t Approve tl Patterns;
Kcgliterof Deeds of the County of Ottawa In
Michigan,on the neveuth (7th) day And wc are confident we can satisfy el. wh
, u ^
>car °1 our bord one thousand
want
eight hundred and acventy threc (A. D. 1873.)
at 8 o’clockA. M.,on pages «M. to. and Mb, of
Uber ‘8 of Mortgages.In said olWce, by which
default the power of sale containedin the said
mortgage has become operative, and on which
mortgage there In in now claimed to be due the sum
of Three hnndred twenty-twodollarsand ninety
WE HAVE A STEAM
ceutn ($322.90)of principal and Interest, together with an Attorney's fee of thirty dollars ($30) as
in said Mortgage stipulatedand agreed for forecloslug said Mortgage,and the eostsand charges of said
foreclosure and sale, as also nrovlded In said Mortgage: and no suit nr proceeding', cither In law or
'a *'"hU
In equity,having been commencedfor the fore- AAl> 11 WE
clowreof Mild Mortgage, or the collection of the
ilebt secured thereby, or any part thereof. Notice
UOOKS, SASH
BLINDS,
is therefore hereby given, that by virtue of the
power of sale In said Mortgagecontained,I shall | nr .I,vl»1in<» ...
,
sell at public auctionto the highest bidder, the
In our line, umnnfacturtd on ihort
lands and premises describedIn said
uotise.
on (fit tit rt nth (It) day of January. In the year
H. w. Vkhhkkk & Co.
of our Lord one thoumintltight hundred and itvtntu
nve {A. It. 1875). at tiro o dock in the nftenmm qf
46 tV* 1T
that day. at the front door of the Court House, iu
the City of (trued Haven, Ottawa County. State of
Mulligan, that being the place where the circuit
&
Coort fiir the said County of Ottawa Is holden,
mroHTiHs or
w hich said lands, and premises are describedns
follows, viz:— *,AII that certain lot, piece or parBrandies
(’lianipa^iips,
cel of land Situate In the City of Holland, Comity of Ottawa nul State of Michigan,more particuNo. 30 BRODWAY, N EW YOR K.
larly known and described as follows, to-wlt:— The
Sole Agents in the United States for the
South half Of < of lot number Two (2) in Block
numbered sixty-six<««. in the City of llol'and for- Wine Houses of (!. C. BENSON & CO.,
merly known as the villageof llol'and, according
Or RUE I MS, COGNAC and LONDON.
to the recorded map of said cltv.”
Dated the 17th day of October, A. D. 187 1.
Bens n> Fine Old Golden Grape Cognac Is the
ARTHUR W. CUKKIKK and THEODORE C.
“nest Brandy ever exported from a French vinePI TN AM, Mortqiuittt.
yard. and can be procured only from us. ChamII. D. Post. Attorneyfor Motyagtf#.
imgnes. Sherries and Pons of the finest flavors all
: from the houses of C C. Be: son A Co. Our goods
are sold and delivered in their original packagesas
the' left the vineyard in France, and guaranteed
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entire new Machimry,
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Beef, dressed lb ......
t'hickens, dreased per lb
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Xeati, Etc.
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Wool, » lb .............

Lard,

of that same party
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Maeo, green V lb ..........
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Onlona. v bunhel ..........
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All the leading Patent Medicines in the market.

A full Stock of the very best Perfumerysold in
Ia Mil per day! Agents wanted! All classss of
|3 kU vkUworkiug
people. •of' either
' '
orkiug people,
sex. young or ! bottle or by measure.
old. make more
mime
itoney at
........
. ...........
. "”fk ......
for tin
In their
spare moments, or • all
......
.........
II11I1(;
the time,
than at anything
J. o. doesburg.
else. I'artlcnlars free. Address G. Btinton A Co., I
Portland,
nd,
Eo
I Holland,Mich., Sept. 10,
I34vtf
...

...

Maine.

I

The Board or Edccation of the City of Hnl
land wish to contract for wood for the Publl
Schools, during the coming winter.
Those having gnml wood to sell, cheap, wl'
please apply to ihe Secretary of the Board of Kd

...

j

ly

1871.

ucatlon.

By Order of tho Board of Education,
11. D. POST, Secretary.
Holland, .Sept.16, 1874.

M. Ref.ndkus,grocer In Spring Lake
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burglars.

old catholic bishop llerchatnp, of

Holland, died at Rotlerdam. on Thursday.

They are alter John Morrissey for an
Thk Gild Fellows Institute at Lansing is
Mi salts. IKkeina & Hro , Waffonmakers endowment.
now completed,except pnintitig.
and Hhickamiths,htt'e thiir card in this
A i.ahok tract of the “Yrioslnnd
A fa l.l. pippin, n coni stove and a news- week.
marsh,” is being turned into an onion fucpaper are net bud things to sit up with
To-M«ht Col. Wm. M . Ferry will speak lory.
H'C nmw <>f «
newly organized negro minstrel troupe at

Dibwin’8 Durllm!.’i«
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rage. growers.
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of Gr ind Haven

day advocting his Congressionalclaims. Mb higun. h the lnt« rests of
He spoke in the school-house in the riculluialSociety.
evening.
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woman

Montoi’h, formerlyprivate chaplain to

dead. He
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lias

the Prince

to
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OsSaturdavevening we were entertained by the ••RelLrineerR”and the moon
Ageclipse. Both were a success, and drew

of Western

trull belt
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an

Indianapoif
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eaUM* her hushiind vvouldii't let lur wear
a red dress to

mperial and

the same amount to the Pope.

camp
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Emperor

indicate that the
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one of the nation's guests in

are again seeking on.
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Mim. Nye, of Iowa, can get
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their
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some time pas', is said to be slow ly
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sidewa
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which were seventy
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tirewery lately
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Wtc notice from

owned by Mr. Carl
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man,
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article,
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a store clerk

An

another Kuro;

and bought

Chicago Tribune: “The schr.

in the

city, on the early histoiyaul charactei-

can

must have been very entertaining.

ness during the entire season,

and

how many

man had. The

teeth he

horse (dosed his mouth t.» see
fingers the

each was

cu-
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The New York

fully satisfied.
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Time*,

is

nut in an arti-
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SILVER

»hoit nollcv.

SPRIETSMA & SON.
1, 1874.

“FANNY SHRIVER.”

diate the w hole business.

Stone, of Kalamazoo, pro-

An English clergyman exclaimed in a
The reports of destitution in Nebraska
company of his fellow preachers, “Ah. demned to imprisonmentfor that he and Kansas, caused by the grasshopper
•• no vLible means of support.”
well, there is only one thing in our mini*
pleague, are daily becoming more distre-

• Hit"

an.

Call on u« and you may hr »ur» (hr appearance,
prlcea and quall'yof ->ur Qoodk will loll yeu. He are
We would furtherannounce that in addition t" the
ready to repair,
above arrangementc.we have also purchased a
large barge, which will tie fitted up with Hiltahle WATCH KS, CH)( KS OH
seat i* and aw nlngH. and wilt accommodate from *10
In • ThoroughlySatlriactoryMannrr.
to 400 pcrunnK. mid admirablyadapted for Sunday-

—

ing.” “Indeed!”they said, “and what
may that he!” “Hearing any one else

AND

n

JEWEUiY,

often. "

“Wisihle!” cried the astonished defend-

FMCY TOYS,
nimumi,

The Public are informed (bat the ploaaant and
beautifullittle Meamer FANNY SIIKIVKR of
Holland, out he chartered any day or evenlmr during the rummer icaaon lo make excundmyi on

and roving life, he has returned.

Corner ok

picnics or large excursions.
Parties chartering, have the exclusive control fur
that
F. It.
Holland, June 1st,
Captain.

day.
1874.

8ch'io1

BKOWKK.

F.

the immediate prospect of thousands in
of moldy sausage and a hard old
the devastated region unless relief is
crust of bread: “WLible! Judge, ain’t
speedily extended to them from sonic

wLible?”

them

Although there have not been any very
Mvere storms lately siill the marine disasters have been unusuallylarge during the
last two weeks. This is mainly owing to

-

Since the completion of the new parson-

On

age at Yriesland, that building, with the
beautiful church edifice loom up very con-

grand

spicuously and

the continued heavy fogs preventing ves-

approaching the

--

Mr. John

II. Fuller, living

ham

north of the city, was des'royed

by

fire,

sels from seeing the lights; and consewith all in contents, including hay. grain
iiursmi credit to any locality, and disquently they meet with accidents by
and Implements. Loss hImuh $1,000. Inplays a progress in more than one direcrunning against obstructions, or going
sured partially, in the American Insurance
tion,

and

A.

ty

Steketee,

turners that they have on haml and for aalo

HEROLD,

i)RY

Goods,
Groceries,

Crockery,

-

a

w

-

Hats and Caps,
Boots a Shoes,
Etc., Etc.

'Hie undersigned respectfully announces that ho
et III HUHtaiiiHhis old reputation, amt that nobody needs to he wanting In anything
which belongsto his line of trade.

of the right stamp.

Laditt,

Co., of Chicago.

Sink Youth, and

*

Glassware,

Eioiith Street, City ok Holland.

lour miles

four-corners.The erection of such build-

ashore.

E.

Wednesday evening Itetweenthe

hours of seven and eight o’clock, the
of

in

--

Md

Desire to Inform their many friends amt cun-

OF

*

quarter.

Streets.

t'Jo tf

simr. Death by exposureor starvationis

tion

preach,” he replied.

and Market

8th

46

pulled from his pockets a sec-

ant, as lie

SETS,

LAKE EXCURSIONS.

Grant, and calls upon the party to repu-

Iona more trying tome than preach-

1*(*CKKT fnT.KKY,

46 ‘«rl ly

on tlm third-termquestion. It intimates its belief that the movement in that
direction lias been encouragedby Gen.

A poor vagrant was about being con-

it rat

AND

T.UII.K

cle
liiei-

fully $2,000 in debt.

months.

at

Holland, April

Alexander D. Hamilton, the defaulting
The Dress Reform Associationof the
Treasurer of Jersey City, lias returned,
poses to take another class of young ladies
Grangers have had a meeting at Kalamato Europe for the purposes of foreign ,111(1given himself up to the authorities. zoo, and adopted resolutions against the
He absconded last February wiih $80, 0U0.
travel, studies in history, language,literaextravagance and follies of the present
and has been at Matamoras, Europe, and
ture and art. The tour will occupy one
day, selected officers and appointed a time
California.Tiring at last of an outcast
year, or it may be extended to eighteen
to meet again. We suggest that they meet
Mas. L.

Jewelry,

Our prices compare favorable w ith those
of our neighbors, and it is our purpose
to compete successfully w ith the trade outside this eitv. intei ding not only to satisfy
our old friends, hut to draw a new trade to
this city and the Boot and Shoe Store ol

inquiring man thrust his fingers into

had. The
how many

urd WinnUmo has been in the grain busi-

of Ids tribe and race. We were un-

Watches,

Cash Paid for Hides.

a horse’s mouth to see

has lieen to shippers we find the following

Clocks,

Done

•

illustr.itehow unprofitable the season

Silver Plated Ware,

THE (TTY OF HOLLAND.

the Latest Styles.
CUSTOM WVHE AM) UEl'AHtlM

slowly improving.
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for it.

pill

trip. Also ihut the heallh of Rev. C.

To
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we

of Grand

riosity of

On TimsdaV evening.Rev. Henry Jack-

able to attend, hut from what

will Hiortly start
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He didn’t want to have any

one hear him ask

M. B. Kimm,

Rapids, Hint Mr.

lie run

thereby securing home trade.

it

sensitive l»oy lives in Delaware.

He arose at midniL'h',footed it half

a fine

by the new proprietors,to its full capaci-

learn,

to

& SON. Variety
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for a diflniteaction.
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New York

in the

a

necessity.
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subject likely
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file department

be looked upon as
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Misses and
Chidiikn’sWear,

—

Chun'h

i i 111 1\

Gknth,
Youths,

projieriy is lieing discus'cil ver) gener-

and graveled streeG,

ks. tire- wells and

are liegining to

Tiik questiou of t e nixati m of

incor|)orntiug as a

It.Vlv

Ladies,

feet high.
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HOLLAND, MICH

Judieiouslv ami carefullyscleebd

covering.

mill.

GLOVES.

the season, and comiuLlug the most complete assortmentof Blaus AND Shoes cvci
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&

the C.

WMmill

AM

cnni|ih'lpslock of

Slices,

SPRIETSMA

L.

Mu. Moiihiron,late Superintendent of

business.

lion of

At the Store of

The walls of Nineveh wvr** 100 feet hi jh.
M.L. S. R. R., who has hem
,ind thick enough for three chariots uhreast.
store grain, com- routined to Ids liou>e, at St. Josiph, Babylon was sixty miles within the walls,

must be doing a pnsporous
pels

quet

Cnify flouring mills, at Zeeland,

mis,
EsT STYLES.

VAN DEN BERG,

Boots and

supper,

ih< ir hunlinir

Olive.

of December.

A

will be

Mu. W. C. Siiki.don and family, of
split kindlings, wash ilie dishes, mi k two
Grand Haven are intending to spend the Held. Several tami i s have arrived ami rows and feed the hogs while her live Imys
coming winter in ( alitornia,leaving that ihey aie squalling in North Holland aii|| and two girls are phi) Ing h game of crofirst
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im cling.

woods, lakes a"d marshes as

city about the
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EIGHTH STREET

of Hxtv-flve seeking a divorce hetennial Rooms. Philndclpl in. from Hrazil.
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unit

All Fiift C7cffi Gcc<>. At the
Lowest Cosh Prices.
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away, the President being ” busy.''
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White House Tuesday, and was turned
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death. Mr. A. Yan Duyne, a farmer ple’s Lit« r.iry Association,”hut they have
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after
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at
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f.
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At the hour of

hi o’clock, as he was going out door-, he
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1-»i£s-ly Holland, Mich., Jan. 1st, 1874.
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mel tings op Friday evening arc
cart disense.-The deceased was forty
well attended and spent in essavs, debates,
ear old aim leaves a wife with a large
orations, etc. The mcml»< rship of this
tun By of children. He came to this
ountry in 185*1, and settledon the -tract of society is. limited to the resident young
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Groningen was startled by a case of sud-
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Go<hI» of (hr Beat Quality and at thelo»r»t
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to run cumference. Hoops arc fifed as usual,
and a much stronger barrel than the ordiand manufacture shingles.
nary one is produced.
shipments,

Wholesale

at all lliuei, at
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len«tli..
.eachutend in|,r"|»T
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several places, and

at

HARRINGTON,

Where may he fenml

DITRSEMA.

\ wki K ago to-day the neighhoilioodof

lo en

Joy. The weather was lieautilol;a suit
lireeze was rustling throui h the Uafiess
t reel ops and the autumn sun whs easting
Its feeble rays upon a scene which however insignificantin itself, struck many a
and gloom.

inter,

w

few (Hiople oil

know how
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la*t

I iiih! rrmlv lor the M'iiHnn'8 »„-k. The sliiel U
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verance he has succeeded in rebuilding, the ends n dueed so as to fit the heads vnd
make the proper swell or bu’ge in the cirand has also made satisfactoryconnections

§clf in leadincss to cull or be called to tbc

ing, belter

An

Mm

I

any underhand work, in short
want nothing done but what U square

Station,
is

on each one, for the reason that
With his accustomedenergy and
each individuali< expected to hold him

mid quiet

don’t want any votes purchased,

I

don’t want

gatory

Sunday

to elect

Mr. P. lost Ids mill bv equal length with itself, and a continuous
stave or sin ct of wood i* out from it.
tire it bavingjust b< en repair, d and ovi

ihut in A |

assemble in this room and receive lessons

field of

l desire tola* elected,

depends upon you

up wiih only one stave is now manufactured
A steamed log is rotated against a knife of
two o'clock all the employes in a lew days. It will be Remembered
completed Slid that

are all elegantly fitted up for their use.
at

it

and manly.”

the writers on Einftro, the Palis

Each day

me.
1

newspape-, eat, sleep and

fol-

Stnairinj fill
and of course

civil

service reform.”

All

concluded Id* speecli with the

E. J.

!

The most competent workmen constnutlyemployed. mul all work mad. up In the
‘latest style and witli dispatch.

lowing remarks: “Having accepted ibis

local

in

affairs

FI1TDX1TGS

Hansom, of Grand Rapids,

applicants for office,

the petition is to have full and po'i'ics. Ills course may in t help the
absolute power in the settlementof the elections in some districts,hut it is in ex-

named

W.

acceptingthe nomination of Reprc*en-

Our Assortment of (Joods is eoniplete and selected with
view to accommodate the various classes ot I rade,

people of the city. Ifs offiu fs are as folassembled within, and the solitary Indian land, whieh he has »ince made his home.
lows: President—Miss A. Yan dcr Sluis.
without, helped to give force to the t.es By his industry i nd regality he managed
to obtain a good homestead, and among Y ice President-A. I lanstichl.
pairing look and attitude of our lonely r
his neighbors be was always a welcome , tary-J. Harmelink. Treasurer- E. smits. i
man, and gave cause to many a h^tor
i Editress-Miss K. Lcdeboer.
thought.
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LAST NIGHT IN PKNSIYE expression, that it was unseemly far
MOOD.
the British nation to turn showman,
and exhibit the baubles of
at so much per head.

Having thus disposed of the

faithful

Lost In a Wisconsin Pinery.

sentinel, Blood and his confederatesset

Desfruotion in Disouise. — It is a
of bad liquors and
acid astringents are often given for
medicines. They are potent to destroy !
and may be safely warranted to ruin,
mwrally and physically, any human being that sticks to them long enough,
More drunkards have been made by
these villainous concoctions, labeled
medicines, than by the liquors of com-

train-boy on the
Wisconsin Central railroad,conceived
the novel idea of hunting partridges
with a revolver,and iu order to give
shape to his thought, left the upward
bound train at Mill Creek Station, fifteen miles northwest of Stevens Point,
Wis. , on Friday, Oct. 9. It was his intention to return on the first incoming
car, which was duo one hour from the
pinery. Alas for human purpose and
expectation! A few rods from the station and he was as thoroughly bewildered as though a hundred miles inter-

J. L. Robinson,

sovereign rapidly at work to possess themselves of
the coveted treasure. The glass case in
“Oh thpro'ti nothing half bo rnrortin life
Though
the Jewel- Hause is situated which it was inclosed was shivered at
A» Iovo’b young dream !"
near the center of a large collectionof a single blow, and the Golden Crown,
buildings known by the general name glittering with its wealth of gems, was
I muHfd last niRht in penaive mood—
AIMt not oltcn sci>tiin*utal—
of the Tower of London, the yards, quickly seized, and concealed under the
My heart wa« heavy and my frame
Was racked with aobee— both head and dental. walks and corridors, of which are ever chief conspirator’sample cloak. ParI eay, aa once I’ve said before,
swarming with people, and though rott, another of the robbers, took posMy mood was somewhat sad and pensive,
carefully watched and strongly guarded, session of the Orb and other gems
I .:aat upon the Paat a glance
numerous and ingenious attempts have while another proceedod to file the
Fond, lingering,and comprehensive.
been made to steal the jewels.
Golden Scepter in two, that it might
1 saw once more that mossy bank
Among the most noted, as well as the more readily be concealed.
Dv which the river ripplesslowly,
the moat daring, of these attempts, was
Everything had thus far been ausO’ershadowedby the silveryveil
Of willow branches drooping lowly,
that of Col. Blood, made in 1671, which, picious. The scheme had been cunvened between him and civilization.
Bestrewn with wild spring floweretsdyed
for ingenuity of plot and boldness of ningly devised; the simple-minded His hunt for game proved fruitless, as
In every color of the prism
Where oft we sat. May Brown and I—
execution,has not been excelled by any- keeper had unwittingly extended to the well as his effort to retrace his steps.
Nor ever dre lined of rheumatism.
thing in these modern dayss.
robbers every aid they needed ; and The young man wandered about in the
Blood
was
the
son
of
a
wealthy
Irish
they now found themselves alone in the woods for four days, and when found
We loved. Ah, yes 1 Some might have loved
merchant, whose means enabled him to jewel house, well armed, and in pos- was half famished. ' Scores of people
Before ns, in their humdrum ashion
But never yet the world had known
give his son a liberal education, and session of the coveted booty; and it turned out to hunt for the wanderer,
Ho wild so deep, so pure a fashion
whose social position secured him the was only the merest accident which and the excitement attending the search
We recked not of the heartlesscrowd,
Nor herded cruel parents’ frowning;
advantages of good society. Young prevented the complete success of the is described as intense. When RobinBut lived in one long blisslul dream,
Blood was a Liberal in sentiment, and bold scheme. A son of Mr. Edwards, son first realized that he was lost ho
And spouted Tennyson and Browning.
served in the Cromwell army, where he who was an officer on an English trad- wrote and attached to a twig the followAnd when the cruel fates decreed
ttaiued the rank of Colonel. On the ing vessel, chanced to arrive in port ing note :
Thnt for a season I must leave her,
restoration, his estates were confiscated that morning, in company with a
It wrurg my very heart to see
“ I am lout in the woods and can’t find my
How much our parting seemed to grieve her for the part he had borne in the revo- broth er-m law, Capt. Blackman, of the wav
J. L. Robinson.
One happy moment, too, her head
lution, and he became a penniless British array, who had been a passen“ Oct. 9.”
Ueposr.l si. lightly on my shoulder
wanderer.
ger on bis vessel, and they hastened at
After sleeping on the ground during
. In dreams I live that feme again,
And in my arms again enfold her.
The Duke of Ormond, Lord-Lieu- once to call upon the elder Edwards.
Friday night lie moved on and dropped
tenant of Ireland, bad bet n very active
They passed Blood's pretended the followingin his path
Hhe gave me one mug auburn curl,
in procuring the confiscation of Blood’s nephew at the door, and proceeded diHbe sere my picture in a locket,
“l am lost in the woods ; if anvbody will
He letters, with blue ribbon tied,
property, and the latter resolved upon rectly to the keeper’s room. The sen- show mo out I will give them .$5. I am news
I earned in my left coat-pocket.
revenge. Calling to his aid four dar- tinel Immediatelynotified his accom- agent on the WisconsinCentral road. Keep
(Those not is, rose-scented and pink-hned,
ing and desperate men, whom ho had plices of the approaching danger, when calling mo ; if I hear I will come.
Displayed more sentiment than knowledge.)
“J. L. Robinson.
I wrote about four times a wiek
kuowu in the army, ho mounted them they made haste to gather such treas“Oct. 10, Saturday.”
That year I was away to College.
on fleet horses, and waited the oppor- ures as they could conceal, and beat a
At this time if he had taken a southtunity. One dark, stormy night, as the hasty retreat.
But ch, at length “ a chance came o'er
erly course it would have brought him
Duke's
carriage
was
passing
along
the
But no sooner had they left the room
The spirit o( my dream 1" One morning
I got a chillyline from May,
streets of London, the vehicle was than Edwards, who had shrewdly to the railroad track. Instead, how
In which. Without the slightest warning,
stopped, his Grace dragged from it, feigned insensibility,raised himself ever, he went north, reaching the east
She said she shortly meant to wed
bound, mounted behind one of his c ip- from the pool of blood in which he had side of Bear creek, where he left anTom Barnes (a parson, lat and Jolly);
other communication as follows :
^ Hbe SI nt my notes and ruby ring,
tors, and hurried away toward Tyburn been lying, and shouted for help with
And hoped I would •• forget my folly.”
“I am lost, and can’t find my way out.
—their avowed intentionbeing to hang all his remaining strength.
Look for mo and you shall have clOO reward.
him on the gallows there. Fortunately,
The robbers had, iu their hasty flight,
I sent her all her letters hack,
“J. L Robinson.”
I called her false and fickle-hearted,
on the way, he succeeded in loosening left tne door of tbe room open, and his
And swore I hailed with Joy the hour
A
little farther on he dropped his
the cords.’ jumped from the horse, and cries were heard by his daughter, who
Tint saw me free. And ho we parted.
handkerchief, which, together with the
I quoted Byron by the page,
escaped in the pitchy darkness.
wjis passing along the hall to the drawformer memorandums, aided largely in
I smoked Havanas by the dozens,
A reward of $10,000 was offered for ing room, to which she had been sumAnd then I vent out West and fell
the success of the search.
the arrest of the daring kidnappers, but moned to meet her brother. Hastening
In love with all mv pretty cousins.
On Sunday he reached an old haying
—SaibMr'a far bwfVilxr.
none were ever apprehended, and it was to the room from which the cries procamp,
where he found several bushels
many years before Blood’s agency in ceeded, she took in the situation at a
of
potatoes and some salt. Here he
A STRUGGLE FOR A CROWS. the business was known, or even sus- glance, and ran shrieking to the room remained until Monday afternoon,
where her brother and Capt. Blackman
My firet desire, on reaching Loudon, pected.
when he left the following,written on
His
next
exploit
was
an
attempt
to were in waging, exclaiming that her
was to visit the world-renowned Tower.
an old tea-chest cover
The immense pile stands on the eastern steal the crown. Ho needed money, father had been murdered and the crown
“ Friends, I am lost. For Ond’s sake look
extremity of the city, and is wonder- and be hated royalty ; and these rea- stolen. Young Edwards and his com- for me. lam starving to death ; can't find
quite sufficientto prompt him panion hastened to the jewel house, and anything to e&t. Five hundred dollars to the
fully imposing— not for its architectural sons were
to the commission
amission
of the offense. The lifted up the wounded man ; but, at his one that finds mo and leads me out of these
for
it
has
none,
but
for
its
Wean
w
gloomy, solemn solidty-everv stone valuables were in the jewel house, under earnest request, thev left him and went ^od*. I live in Menasha, W is. My name
BT ALICE WILLIAMS.
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fact that mixtures

merce. Alcoholic
as remedies, arc

tavern drams. For intermittentand remittent fevers, as well as for all other
diseases which these fiery frauds are
falsely certifiedto relieve, Dr. Walker’s
Vinegar Bitters, the nc plus ultra of
vegetable medicines, is a positivecure.
But this is not all ; the great Temperance Elixir is a sovereign specific for
the depraved appetite for stimulants,
created by the false tonics and boyus
restoratives of Missionaries of Intemperance. Within the present year many
well-known citizens have certified that
a course of Vinegar Bitters invariably
obliterates the desire lor spirituous ex-

citants.

’

!

poisons, advertised

more mischievous than

7

A recent test of the relative strength
and Oregon pine, made at San
Francisco, with bars each one inch
square and three feet long, showed that
the pine was equal to the oak. Both
broke under the same weight placed iu
the middle of each bur, 260 pounds.

of oak

:

.

Co., 54 A 56

Madi-

Hon-Ht., Chicago, tho oldoat, largoat

and de-

J.

servedlymont popular cloak house iu the West,
are noted for the tasteful designs, excellence
and low prices of their Clinks, Cloakings,
Trimmings and Ladies’ Uudei wear. No house
can sue essfully compel'* with them in the
quality, style and prices of their goods.
Fnost Maine to California millions of chil-

dren are wearing BILVER-TIPPBD Shoes.
Why not ? They are the cheapest, and never
wear through at the toe. Try them. For
sale by all shoo dealers.

Wishart’s Pine Tree Tar Cordial
cures coughs, colds uud 'consumption. Wishart’s Worm Sugar Drops banish worms
completely.

:

tv v
«

seeming to frown defiance to chance and

case and under the especial care
time. It appears to have been built to of Talbot Edwards, an old officerof the
last forever. Commenced more than King’s household. But Blood was not
eight centuries ago, by William the easily baltied. He spent several months
Conqueror, it gradually increasedin devising the manner of the robbery
strengthand importance, until its name and perfectingthe means of escape.
He found that it was essential that he
became familiar throughout the civilshould
find establish relations of intiized wdrld.
;

a gla8B

was the abode of ; mQcy with the family of the keeper. So
Kings and Queens of
the garb of a clergyman,
England not only found shelter within | ™d, in company with a woman of the
its walls in time of war, but homes
whom heliad thorougnlyinstiuetluxury and magnificencein time of
^is designs, he visited the
For

ci-nturies it

l,e
of

royalty, atd the

peace* ^

Jewel-House, introducing the

I u process of time, it became a prison
as well us a palace ; and, if the

“iswife.

dumb

.

woman

as

.

^Nhile examining the jewels the worn-,
stones could be made to speak, we an» in . accordancewith her mstrucshonld shudder at the blood-curdling
sudden il.uess, swooned,
secrets they would reveal. Among the ' and was carried by the kind-hearted
unhai'pv victims who have perished | keeper to his private apartments, where
here, mostly at the hands of the heads- Mr8- Edwards rendered her every possi-

^lunB»

mau, we recall the uames of Lady Jaue ble attention.
The bogus parson professed the deepGrey. Catherine Howard, Anne Boleyn,
Sir Walter Raleigh, King John of est gratitude for this kindness, and, in
France, William Wallace, Lord William a few days, returned with some valuable presents for Mrs. Edwards, as a
Russell, ttie Ckmntess of Salisbury, Sir
token
of his appreciationof her kindThomas More, and a whole army of
other unfortunates, conspicuous for ness to his wife. An intimacy thus
their crimes or their virtues, their mis- gradually grew up between the designing hypocrite and the Edwards family.
fortunes or their intrigues.

were

in pursuit of the ‘robberr, who
straining every nerve to escape. They
had made their way out of the building,
and crossed the court yard without molestation, and reached the drawbridge
over the moat. Here thev came upon
a sleepy sentinel,who halted them
but Blood discharged a pistol at his
head, when the frightened man, though
unhurt, fell, and the fugitives passed
over him, cleared the outer gate, ijind
nearly reached the park, where fast
horses had been provided for them.
But the two pursuers had not been
idle, and were rapidly gaining on them.
Just as Blood cleared the last gate
Capt. Blackman came up with him, and
they grapled. A fierce struggle ensued, but the Captain succeeded in
overcoming his antagonist, ami the
crown was wrenched from his grasp.
As the daring mau saw his hopes thus
disappear,and escape impossible, he
quietly surrendered, and playfully remarked to his captor, “ It was a gallant
struggle, however unsuccessful.It was
a struggle for a crown.” Parrot and
the other accomplices,who had the orb
and other jewels, were soon overtaken
and captured, and ultimatelythe woman
who had so effectually aided the plot in
its inceptionwas arrested. Thus ended
this bold attempt to steal the English
crown— an attempt with few parallels
iu any age.
;

^

^

W. Griswold &

Rook agents, road the advertisement of
A Co., Chicago.
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The Northwestern Horsr-Nail Co.’s
“ Finished ’’ Nail
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tho host in the world.
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Sol’TU Her wick, Me., Jan. 17, 1172.
R. Stevens, Esq.:
DearStr— 1 have - aJ Dyspepsia In ta worst form
for the list ten years, ini huvo ‘Sken hundreds of
dollars' worth of medic no witho t ok aiuing any
relief In 8ept< inter Iasi I coimn-netid takinKthe
Vnoetini. s lice which time
health has st adilyimnoved. My food riliteats well, and I have
gained tlfteen pounds of flesh. There E'O several
the s In this place taxing the VaosTINB, and all
have obtainedrelief. Yours, t-uly
THOMAS K. MOORE,
Oversew of tho Card Room, PurtanouthCo.'s
Mills.

H

D’
tLe neWB t0
poor wife.
“ I am going to leave hero in tho morning.
I go right eiraiglit through the wooda. Deane
m
hunt after mo, and yon will be well paid for
your trouble. May God have mercy on my
soul. Tell my wife my last words were about
her. Directions— Mrn. M. V. Robinson,Menaeba. Wis. I leave Tuesday about 9 o’clock.
“ Five hundred dollars to any man that
fin4e mo and leads me out of these weds, and
takes mo homo to my family, u God ! I am
starving to death by inches. Follow me,
won’t you. for God’s take? It is hard to give
SYMPTOMS— Want of appoti o, rising of food and
up life. I haven’t had anything to eat since wind!
om tho stomach, acidity < f the stnmath,
last Friday.
heartburn, dryness and whiten* ego the tnoeae
“ If 1 am dead when you find me, take me in the lanrutng, sense of distension in th.- stomach
and bowels, sometimesrnmb liitf and pain; coshome.
tiveness,which is occasionallyInterruptedby
“Joseph L. Robinso$,Menasha, Wis."
dlarrhn-a; paleness of the urine. The mouth it
On Tuesday he was observed uear clammy, or has a sour or bitter taste. Other frequent symptoms are wnterbrasb, palpitation of
this shanty, and on perceivinghis tbe heart, headache,and dis rders < f the Houses,
rescuers,he shouted, “ 1 am lost, I am as seeing double, Ac. There is Keneral debility,
iaiiKunr,and aversion to motion; dejection of thu
lost, I am lost !” and then lying on tho spirits,disturbed s.rep, and frightfuldreams.
ground and kicking with all his might,
•

DYSPEPSIA.

he cried, “ I am found, I am found, I
am found !” Robinson is now at home
with his friends,with a wholesome
horror of pislols and partridges.

A Farmer’s Boy.

Over fifty years ago a youth working
on a farm asked his father to give him
money enough to buy a gun. The old
mau could not spare it ; but the boy,
The immense structure covers an They were charmed by his general urnothing daunted, found an old piece of
area of 12 acres, and within this apace bunity, apparent respectability, and
iron about the place, and in tho conrse
numerous separate buildings have been , aiming piety ; and their blind connof time contrived to make a gun-barrel
erected, including the Barracks, White i denoc greatly lessened the difficultiesof
out of it, with the very meager facilities
Tower, St. Peter’s Tower, Bloody Tower, the villain s task,
affordedby a country blacksmith’sshop.
in which the young Princes were
Among the members of Mr. Edwards
The King was enraged at this insolent He hud not the materialsto make a lock
dered ; the Bowyer Tower, in which the family was a handsome daughter, some attack on the emblems of royalty, and and stock, so he walked to tho nearest
Duke of Clarence was drowned in a ; 8eventeeu years of age, in whom Blood ordered Blood to be immediately exam- town and traded for the necessary atcask of wine; the Brock Tower, iu which professed a deep interest, and finally ined in his presence.
tachments, and was encouraged by the
Lady Jane Grey was confined; the proposed to her parents a marriage with
Before the King, Blood preserved smith for having made so good a shooter.
Beauchamp Tower, which was once the a nephew of his, whom he represented the most insolent effrontery. Ho as- This gave him the ambition to make
prison of Anne Boleyn ; the Museum, to be young, respectable and pious, sured his Majesty that he feared nothing another; so he went to cutting out
Armories, Picture Galleries, and the with an income of £300 a year. The human or divine. He was in their grindstonesfrom the native rock to
young lady’s parents approved the sug- power, and expected to suffer. But, he raise the money for gun materials,and
famous Jewel-House.
Within the latter building arc kept gestion, and it was arranged that the said, he was allied to one of the most in a shoit time there was a considerable
the crown jewels of the British empire. suitor should call on a certain day— powerful organization*1 in the kingdom, demand for guns of his make. During
Prominent among them is the crown Monday, May 9. On the evening be- consistingof thousands of men who had tbe French war with Prussia he was
worn by Victoria at the time of her fore the time appointed, Blood called, solemnly sworn to stand by each other called upon to furnish guns for the
coronation, which originally cost “nearly and requested that, for reasons which and avenge their wrongs. He men- army, and in less than eight months he
$1,000, 0U0, and which contains,in the he proceeded to give, his nephew might tioned several mysterious assassinations made and delivered to the government
aggregate, 2,800 diamonds of various bo received at 7 o’clock in the morning which had recently taken place, and of France rifles of a particular pattern,
sizes, and all of unrivaled brilliancy. —an hour, it will be perceived,when declared that they had fallen by the costing $5,000,000,which amount was
Besides, the Jewel-House contains num- few people would be likely to be hand of the avenger; and that the duly paid. The same mau furnishes
erous other crowns, of monarchs long abroad ; and also asked permission for brotherhood had a dagger for every rifles now for tho United States, South
since dead ; the Orb— a globe of gold, his nephew to bring two friends with man who harmed one of its members. America, Rome, Spaiu, Egypt, and
6 inches iu diameter,studded with dia- him to see the regalia- -assigningas a He said be would not threaten,but he Japan. The farmer’s boy who wanted
monds; bt. Edward’s Staff, of solid reason that the friends were compelled would say, in all kindness, to his a gun is Eliphalet Remington, of Ilion,
Majesty and his Ministers,that, if he N. Y. His manufactory covers four
gold, 4 feet and 7 inches long, and to leave London at an early hour.
The simple-minded Mr. Edwards was suffered, their fate would assuredly be acres of ground, and he employs 1,200
weighing 10 pounds ; the Golden Scepmen. Not satisfied with this achieveter; the world-renowned Kolrnoor, only too glad to oblige his esteemed the same as those he had mentioned.
As he said this, he was looking di- ment, he has recentlycompleted a sewvalued at $16,000,000; and numerous friend, and gladly consented to the arother jewels of enormous value, the rangement. At an early hour in the rectly at the King, and, noticing that ing machine, which is reported to repproperty of the nation, and essential to morning the family were up, and pre- he was affected, he proceeded to say
resent the latest and most perfect adthe maintenance of royal magnificence pared to receive their guests and future
“But, if your Majesty would spare vance in tho improvement of this imson-in-law.
the lives of a few men, you might portant adjunct of domestic economy.
and pomp.
These baubles have a cunous history.
Promptly the pretended parson and oblige the hearts of many ; and your This is the typo of a boy who, when
In the early days of the nation, when his friends made their appearance— Majesty will find that those who are so there is not a way, makes a way for
her monarchs were both poor and proud, every one of them being a conspirator, bold and daring in mischief can, if par- himself.
these glittering appendages of the and each of them carrying concealed doned and received into favor, perform
Prodncc of the Earth.
Kingly estate were not infrequently under his cloak a short sword, a dirk, eminent service for the state.”

FEEL MYSELF A

NEW MAN.

Natick, Mass , June

1,

1S72.

Mn. II. R Strvksr:
Dear Sir— ThrouKh tho ail vice ami earnest perauasi n of Rev. K S. Rest, i f this pUce. I have
been taking Vkoetikkfor Dyspepsia,of which I
have suffered for years, llnvetisedoly two bottles, and already feel myself » new man. RespectDR. J. W. CARTER.

fully,

A Source of Great Anxiety.
My dauithter hat received ureut benefit from the
use of Vkoktine. H r dec initiR heal h was a
•OUrceof great anxiety to all of h r friends.A
few bottlesof the VKoaTiNi restoredher health,

appetite.

strength, and
N. H. T1LDXN,
Ins. ami Real Estate Airt., 49 Sears' Building.
Boston, Muss., June b, lb72.

mur-

Wliat I Know About Vegetine,
South Bobtok, May 9,it70
H. R. Stevens:
Dear Sir— I have had considerableexperience
With the Veoktire.For Dyspep-ia,General Dehill y, and Impure Blood, the Vkoktikk i« superior to anythimr which I have ever used. I commenced taking Vkoktikk about the middle of last
winter,and after using a few bottles it entirely
cured mo of dyspepsia,and my biooJ never was
in so good conditionas at the present time. It
will afford mo pleasure to give any further particu ars relative to what 1 know about this good
medicine to sny one who will call or address me
at my residence, 386 Athens street.Very respect-

fully,

MONR
3H6

Vegetine

is Sold

by

B PARKER,
Athens Street.

Druggists.

all

Wishart’s
Pine Tree Tar
Cordial

!

:

“ spouted” to raise money to meet their
personal expenses. Henry III., Edward III., Henry V., Henry VI., and
Richard II., each borrowed large sums
of money from the merchants of London, leaving with the lenders these
crown treasures as a pledge that the
loans would be repaid.
On the abolition of monarchy in

En-

gland, after the death of Charles I.,
tne jewels were stolen, destroyed or
sold.

On the restoration, Charles II. caused
a new regalia to be constructed,at a
cost of $1.509,000 ; anfta large chamber
in the Tower was set apart for their
safe-keeping,which is now known as
the Jewel-House. It 'struck the writer
as a little singular that the English
government should enact an insignificant fee from each visitor ; and I could
not repress the thought, and hardly the

.

The weak monarch was frightened at
Blood’s revelations, though they were,
in all probability, false ; and the fear
of violence, and the hope of gaining the
favor of the powerful faction Blood was
supposeifto control, induced him to deal
very leniently with the criminal.True,
he was returned to prison ; but comfortable quarters were assigned him,
and his restrictions gradually removed,
until finally he ^was fully released, all
proceedings against him dismissed, and
he was even granted large estates in
Ireland. His influence with the King
guise, and, drawing thoir weapons, became very great, and he soon took up
rushed upon the old man and threat- his residence in London, and was adened him with instant death if ho gave mitted to the best society, where he was
the slightest alarm. But the gallant courted and flattered because of bis inkeeper was not easily intimidated, mid fluence with the Oown.
shouted lustily for assistance ; where- * He died in 1090, leaving property
upon he was knocked down, cruelly valued at $250,000. All Ids accombeaten, and left for dead.
plices iu the great crime suffered death.

and a pair of pistols.
Greeting Mr. Edwards warmly, Blood
apologized,and begged one more favor :
that his friends might be shown the
regalia at once, as they were pressed
for time and anxious to depart. Accordingly, the party was conducted to
the jewel-room— Mr. Edwards carefully
closing the door after him, as was his
custom. The “ nephew ” had been left
at the entrance, to warn the conspirators inside of approaching danger.
The door had no sooner closed than
the three villains throw of their dis-

Take the potato away from Ireland,
and starvation comes. Famine recently had its hold oh Bengal on account of
crop. Bread fruit
West India both food and clothing.
Heaven sends it and causes it to grow,
and the lazy natives ask nothing further. And yet all these yield to the de-

Nature’sCreat

Remedy

a failure of tho rice
is to

spised bamboo. We go fishing with
these poles ; the Chinese eat them. The
uses to which it is put render it a na-

tional benefactor. Houses, boats,
screens and water-wheeis are made of
it, together with fences, ropes, furniture, hats, umbrellas,

and

Throat A

Lung

all varieties

of weapons, lamp-wicks, pencils, brush-

es, pens,* aqueducts, telescopes,and a
thousand other things of daily use.
We might almost say that were the
bamboo to perish suddenly from off the
earth the whole Chinese Empire would
collapse.

FOR ALL

Diseases.
ForSale by all Druggists
and Storekeepers.

The Great Favorite !— The popular
Chill Cur© of the age ! Compoeod of oure

A DAY. Watehetfm A(ro"t« ifnd for
2) I circular. H. L. bURPARD A CO., Chicago.

The Home Corn-Sheller. 1 the remington

!

and eimple drugs, WUhoft'a Tonic has long
held tho highest place in the long line of
remedies for Chills and Fever. It is not only

ODR

Auti-Periodiobut is Anti-Panic,for it curtail©
the heavy expense of doctor©’ visit©, where
friendly call© are all itemized in the account
current. A penny ©aved i© a penny gained,
and saving it in this way adds to health and
comfort. Try WUhoft'a Tenio as a certainty,
and you will never regret it. Wheeloce,
Fishy St Co., Proprietors, New Orleans.
For sale by all druggists.

Ml

free,

on

receipt
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the market.

ANT*
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Address

Price, $‘4.50. Agenti wanted liii'verytown.
LIVINGSTON A CO
Iron Pounders,Pittsburgh, Pa.

bth Street,Philadelphia, Pa.

8.

WAN

.

BOG 'RINGER.

;

HMJ00.000 Rtnga,

000

TO,

Diet

ion

Blngrr*,.

8,500 Tung. Kol.L

Dreka's
\

Sent

The best hand-shnller for family use

ui' I
needed by every Lady-PatentSpool
Holder, Scteiora, Thimble, Ac.— guaranteed worth Rl.&O. Sample Box, by mall,
60 centa. Agenta wanted,PLUMB A CO.,

Rtnlwtr*

S,ll Th*m.
UloxfrJI, klnRiprlOOflOct,,
Jenxi|l..'S<by iii«II,|>o»i|«id
CUcultf, fr... AddrvM

ary Blotter\

THK NTCW IMPROVED

u,w.uiu.aco. r>.c.tur,m,

REMINGTON
Sewing Machine.

of neck and

breaet measure, height, weight and price, our
A Blotting Caie with Lilt of over J.\000 Word*
(sample) “ Model 12 Shirt.” Fitted by pa- which wrltera are liabletoapell Inc rrertly.Send
tented model. Stylish and s'ubstan 'ial. Address for Oeacrlpttve Price Llat. L DHKK A, 1121 CteatModel Shirt Oo.. 31 South Sth-st., Philadelphia. nut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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KKAHLY THIRTY l FARM THK

The improvement made in the Elm FOR
wood and Warwick Collars this season has h

RICHMOND PRINTS

largely increasedthe sale. For those wishing
a wide collar, tho latter is tho nt’ plus ultra.

Don’t

fail

to get it and try it.

Dr. J. Walker's California Yinetrnr Hitters nre a purely Yccctabto
Styles," proparation.nuulo cb'elly from tho na«
proper for the house or street— beautiful In de- tlvo herbs found on tho lower ranijefl ol
signs and pleasing lu coloring.
tlio Sierra Nevada mountains of Califor“CHOCOLATE STANDARD STYLES," nia, the medicinal propertiesof which
in great variety, and widely known as most ser- are extracted therefrom without tlio use
viceable prints. Nothing better for dally wear.
These goods brur firAefs us quoted aboiie. Your re- of Alcohol. Tho question is almoei
tailer should have them, and youi examination daily asked, ‘‘What if? tlio cause of tlio
and approvalwill coincide.
unparalleledsuccors of Yinkoaii Bit*
NEW All’ SIC 11001(4.
TKHsf” Our answer is, that they remevo
tho cause of disease, and tho patient recovers his health. They are the great
For Choirs,Singing Schools,Conventions,etc.
By D. F. UoOQRS and G. W. Poitiu, Authors of blood puriticrand a life-givingprinciple,
the “ S.creu Crown,” etc.
a perfect Renovator and Invigorator
coMcuismo
1. Musical Notatiuu,4. Hymn Tunes.
of the system. Never before in the
2. Vocal Culture. 6. Anthems and Chants.
history of tho world hits a medicine been
8. Four-Part Songs. «. Standard Tunes.
Price $!.bO. Sample copy scut postpaidon re- compounded possessing the remarkable
ceipt of $1.00.
qualities of Vinegar Hitters iu healing the
sick of every disease man is heir to. They
“A Needed Hook in Every Choir.”
aro a gentle Purgativeas well ns a Tonig
New Anthems, Sentences.Motets auu Chants relieving Congestion or Inflammation *
For opening and closing public worS' Ip. By D. F. the Liver and Visceral Organs, in Bilious
Uopoas, 0 W. Fostku and J. H. Teskev.
Diseases.

How

to

Look Young-SIxteeu.-DonH pa

nt

oruaevlle Hair Reatorera, but aimply apply Qagau'a Magnolia

Balm upon your

face, neck and

hauda, and uae Lyon'a Kathaironupon your hair.

The Balm makea your complexion pearly, aeft and
natural, and you can’t tell what did it. It removes
freckles,tan, aallowneaa, rlng-roarka,moth-patch*
ee, etc., and

In p'.ace of a red, ruatlc face, you have

the marble purity of an exquisite belle. It glvea

middle ago tho bloom of perpetualyouth. Add
these effectsto a apleudid head of hair produced

to

by the Kathairon,and a lady haa done her best lu

way

of a

'ornnio..t.Brotherawill have no apiuiter

iatcra when theao arttcleaare around,

Dr. Dnn'l Weaver, of Huston, fell down a
mining shaft near Denver, 70 feet. He waa terribly
bruised, 1 mbe b okeu.and supposed to bo dead.
Mexican Mustang Liniment was freely used, coneciousneaarestored, his life saved, and he came
home lu eight weeks. This Is the most wonderful
article for Bruises, Sprains, Uhtumatlim, Swellings, Spavin, Ringbone, Sores, or any flesh, bone
or muscle ailment upon man or beast,ever discovered. It Is humanity to animals. It has saved
much siiffcringend many uselessdoctors' bills.
It can be had forbOcts. and $1.00 per pottle in any
drugstore. But bewareof connteifeits. 'Ihe genuine is wrapped In a flue steel-platelabel, signed
"G. W. Weal brook, Chemist."

AT VIKNNA, 1873.
Tna Hiohiit Oidii or “Medal" Awabdbb at
tub BxroiiTioa.

aio the

latter

Economy, durabilityand excellence make
llathbone, Hard A Oo ’© cook and heating
stoves iudisnoiirtahleto nrudent housekeepers.

THE “MEDAL FOB PROGRESS,*

VINtCAR BITTERS

have been held in high eitsem by ihosu who use a
Cn tiro They aie produced In all the novelties of
cbaiigingfa-htous, and In consei vative styles
suited to the wants of many persons. Among the

“Standard Cray

llejrct All Vlolriit PurftRtlvr*.

'.'hey

min No Sewing Machine Received a Higher

Ihu tone of the IxikpU, and w oaken Hie ditieitlon.

Tarrant’s

A

1* u*rd by rational people a» a menu* of rellevlnv
nil derangrmentR ot the etomarh,llxer, and Intoe-

Price $1.00. Sample copy sent postpaid

ceipt of

LEE

•

n

3.— Make* a perfect look stitch, alike on ftott
Idea, ou all kinie of foods.
3,

vV

B.-IF»Udo

Y

all t<n rich*

*

Work and Xaney Stitek-

of

auparlor manner.

iNf in a

O.-Ia Most Easily Managed by tha operator.
Lenglhof atitek may be altered while runnlaff,
Although le©© than eighteen month© hav© and machine can b« threaded without paulag
,
elapsed ©ince its birth, has met witli such thread through
7.-Dealgu Simple, Ingenioue, Elegant, forming
marked success that we have determined to
the atttch without tha uaa of Cog-Wheal Otara.
enlarge it© scope a© a journal, and add such imRotary Came or Lever Arms. Ha* the Auromofi©
provements and inaugurato such changes as Drop- Feed, which insuree uniftyrm length ofttitehci
will at once challenge tho admiration of its any speed. Oaa our new Thrsad-Omtroller, which
old friend© and commend it to tho patronage allow* oa*y movement of uasdla-bar and prsventt

tolea.

injury to thread.
M.— Corithuotioi most careful and

of thousands of new one© everywhere.In a
word, wo intend to make

it

tho

manufacturedby

rmiiHiD.It

most skillfuleudexperieneed
mechanics,at tbo celebrated lleuilngt on A rmo*

la

The properties of pn. Walker's

MlKlWUl), Publisher*, Boston.

-Run* Lioht, Smooth, NouaLMi and Aarm

-best romklnattofiof qualttlea.
Du«ahlb— Amhi for Yeare without lapaira.

re-

7!i cents.

FEW GOOD KKA8ONB1

l.-A New Invention. Thobousdlt Teitid and
iccured by Latter* Patent.

tinea, bornii«e It remove* obatru tton* without
pa'n. and inipait* viy.*i to tbe o n*"* which tt puiltle* and n «iil»trs. told by all drutnGat*.

THE MORNING STAR!

THE ANTHEM OFFERING!

Prite.

Fifmment Sellzer Aperient

inkgar hitters are Aperient.Diaphoretic, Lending Family Newspaper of the We.st.

ry, lllon,

tha

N.Y. New York

Office, No. A

Madl-

Carminative, Nutritious, Laxative. Diuretic, It© tone will bo elevated to the very highest 4111 Hqu«re (Kurta’a Uullillng). UKANCH
Sedative.Counter-Irritant,Sudorific, Altera- moral standard, nothing being allowed to OFFICES 1 337 HUteHt., Chlcngo, lll.| 181
Wcat Fourth Bt., Cincinnati,O.i 35 Nllive, and Anti-Bilious.
enter it© column© that could offend tho most ognrnNt., lliiffnlo,N. Y.| 33*3 WnaliliiKton
Grateftil Thousands proclaimVin- refined. Its contents will comprise the best Hi., Uoaton, fllwaa.i 810 Cheatnut fit.,

Wo

are Just Issuing a
new, start tug and entirely novel honk by
the ceU-braUd Caliiornian, Joaquin kfiLMUt. It
is on it rely original in matter and style,and Its

name.

most wonderful In- attainable short ©tone©, paper© of advout- Philadelphia.Pa. I 10 Sixth Nt*. IMtUhurgh, Pa. t 35N Weat JcfTeraon Bt., Lonvigorant that over Mistaiued tin* sinking ure and travel,©ketches of distinguished
ir appropriate and to the point. It is a Novel, yet
tavllle, l£y. 1 DeUlvea Opera llouae, Maevery wor<\ true; a Bomaucc, yet a History
system.
pooplo, essays on ©ooial, literary and other rietta Bt., Atlanta, Ga.t 007 North
every line; an Indian story, yet a White Man’s
tale; p letieal, yet the moxt set ions prose; n wild,
No Person ran take these Hitters topic© of popular interest, etc., etc. It will Fourth Bt., Saint Lonla, Mo.« Corner of
The People’* Stamp of Value.— The gov- ex iting story, full o| life and fire and magnificent according to directions, and remain long
North Pearl & Nfenben Bta., Albany, It. Y.
bo distinguishednot only for it©
ernment indorsement,which legalizesthe sale of description.It will tell beyond all rivalry,it is
beautifully illustratedwith entire new nt*. Our unwell, provided their Dunes ai o not de4nirtu r. atlM Him
Plaktatios Bitters, Is not the only stamp affixed t. rin* to agent* tor this look aie unusuallyliberUncqunlcd Tub’s and Sketches,
trnlotl work oiAMjis
al, and we furnish Prospectus and Outrir fhp.k. stroyed by mineral poison er other
to that famous Ykoetaim.kTonic. It bears, in adyt, routainlng vdluilraneiioffice opened at Ciihago. Bend at once
hut will contain an entertainingand useful
abli* InliiruiatlouTor
dition t> that officialsanction, the still moue
for particulars and g-;t choice of territory. Ad- means, and vital organs waited beyond
llio*e who arc married or rnntrmplntomarriage.
valuable btami- .2 niuLic aitkouation. This dress AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., 11b Randolph repair.
variety of
Priueb) cl*, hy ninll. Add re#* l»r. Hull*' I'UimuInestimablevoucMr of its rare propertiesas a Street,Chicago.
atrv* IsNort/i Klulitliairi'ct. 8t. Lv»lf. Nl«».
Jiilious, Heinittent and Inter- Anecdotes, Biography,
Tunic, CoKUECTivrv and Alterative is wor d wide.
II A PPY RELIEF.
mittent Fevers, which are so preva
History, Poetry,
Don't despair l lead
lent in the valleys of our great rivers
•*1 Each Week. Agent* wanted. Partlcnhe erram of medical
Wise Sayings,
aP 4 £ Urs free. WORTH A CO., St. Louis, Mo.
literature
Thirty
throughout tin* United States,especially
-- _ — _yaara among the afScraps
of Wit, ilicie>i tuouaau .a **• uu iiom an rarly grave ; loat
those of the Mississippi, Ohio. Missouri,
OR: OOfl r*rday»thome. Terms free. Address
vitality; iiervou* weakuese;who may marry; why
V V “ V L U 0*o. Bttnbon & Co., Portland, Maine.
Illinois. Tennessee, CumlMTland. Arkan- And Useful Information of Every not; 1..*' momury ; impaired health. Thirty lecture* delivered at Chit ago Medical Institute,yrtca
sas, Hed. Colorado, Brazos, Kio Grande,
A GENTS VY ANTED— Men or Women. «H a
| oOd*.
mut*. cmuuitat
on fr*i..
rr*
Cmilultat ou
Cure* gnarantend. Adweek or $100 forfeited. The Mcrttjre$.Write
dre* or rail on Dr. A G. OLIH, 187 Waihpigton-lt.,
I’earl,
Alai>ama,
Mobile,
Savannah,
RoPortable Family Sewing Machine,
at once to COWKN &. CO., Sth Bt.. New York.
Wo have engaged a corp© of contributor©, Chicago, Hi. plmsaut homo for paiienta. ail corON
anoke, .lames, and many others, with
raapoiideuoo oouNdential.
comprising tho livolioatatory-toller© and novPKK DA Y Commission or if JO a week
their
vast
tributaries,
throughout
our
Salary, and expenses. We offer It and will
oral of tlio best authors of the day in every
pay It. Apply now. U.Wel>her&Co.,Marton,0
entire country during the Summer and
department of literature.
rnD Q AT T 0 0,1 •cond-hand Portable snd Sta- We wMl send to any address,C 0. D.t one of our Autumn, and remarkably so during sea
before takI Uil OhLiDi tf nary Rnglnes and Boi or*. Tubing, machines with privilegeof examination
No. 617 St. Chtrlti Strett,6t. Lonl!, l!o.,
sons
of unusual heat and dryness, are
TO CANVASSERS AND AGENTS.
ing out of Express office : and if 1 does not give satCasing, etc. Address Bingham <t Rich, Oil City, Pa.
cootlnuMto treat all **•»• of obiiael**to mkVriue,Mood
isfaction we will refund the money, less TIxprc** invariably accompaniedby extensive ueliucurltlra,
overy tllmrut or ikkuu «hl>h rntilu from
With a view of extending the already large
charges,on return of machinewithin the time spe$11,000 PER
lixtlKieMoor lm|.rudcoe«. with MoptnllcM loccMa.
rangements of the stomach and liver, and rapidly-increasingcirculation of Tun
I»r. W. * I'daUlihiuotu I) chariore© 1., the Hutoof MkCAN BE MADE by any smart man who can keep
,n“rl. w»* fouudrd aod hu boro nUlillahrdto Miuro
Beckwith Sewing Machine Co. and other abdominal viscera. In their Llookii, we aro offering tho moat
his businessto himself Address
»^fr. Mrlaln and rrllabl* rolkf. Brln( a rtdaitr of
D. P. HERMANN, Hoboken, New Jersey.
New York: 862 Broadway.
treatmj’ut. a purgative,exertinga powicvoral modloal epIUw, aod btrlo* tho oiporloaca of a
lon**od looo-uful life in bli •yroltlUeo he liu perf-otod
ExtraordinaryInducements
Chicago: 231 Wabash Ave. erful iuliuenco upon these various orA DVF.RTISF.R8! Send to cents to GKO. P. ROW
rwaiodlm that are effbetuai
la *11 theto e*M«. HU patloato
iV ELL & CO., 41 Park Row, New York, for their
are belo* treatod by Ball or eiprei* frrrywbtr*. ho
gans, is essentiallynecessary. There to Canv&HSors,Agents, Postmaster© and other©
Pamphlet of 100 nageA, containing lists of 8000 newsauttrr who failed, call or wait*. From tbo (feat dob
papers ana estimates showing cost of advertising.
ber of applloaUooo
ho U enabledto keep bl* charna
is no catharticfor tho purpose equal to who desire to avail themsolveH of this rare
dll pugra, clrloi full symptom,, for two itaapi.
Dr. J. Walker’s Vinegar Hitters, opportunity. Such liberal premiums and club
Local Agent* wanted’
to take orders for wrltas they will speedily remove tlio dark- rate© have never been offered by a newspaper
tng papers, printed Le
t'er Heads, Envelopes
VW pom. 0 popular book Which ^ouM (,* read by erery.
from Merchants. Cler _ —gymen, Lawyers, So icolored viscid matter with which tlio or other publicationin thi© country.
'•ir. No niarrlcd fClr, or poraon*eoniemi latin* marsols, Familii-s. Term*" “liberal. For samples
1 *"• "•a affordto do without It. It eooUlae the cream of
addressThe Empire Cttu Pai>er Co., Box'45\)‘4, N.Y.
bowels aro loaded, at the same time
«.-.iic*l literatureon tbla .object, tb. rcialUofUr. W/e
TKIiMS.
Png experience alto the boot thno|hU frem late worko
stimulating the secretions of tlio liver,
One copy one year ...................... fl.GC lu t.urope*ud Snu-rioe.Sent ocalod.po.|.p*ld for Wet*.
and generally restoring tlio healthy Ono copy eight months .................1.00
Subscription
oS"""
functions of the digestive organs.
diicementsto Agents. For terms and ri'Chlars,
c. yt. v.
No. 44
Address
addtess New World Publishing Co., Phila.
Fortify tlio body against disease
iV
III\
UKinik4.
I
*
f
©IfVEItTlMKlUa.
LEDGER COMPANY,
V» pi. -e a— , j ...»
e.'« .•»«.. i.i,«.bO
by purifying all its lluidswithVinegar
DADED DAIIQ JENNINGS BROS., manufactu\r 1,61* tv Chicago, 111.
THTtn PHILO, re s of the Japanese Paper
Bitters.
No
epidemic
can
take
hold
Ware. 8r«2 Pearl St.. New York etty. Trade suiiplied
with Spittoons, Bowls, Basins, Slop Jars, Tray«, Ac.
of a system thus fore-armed.
Five I'cars’ Constant L’kc haa proved the
Dyspepsia or Indigestion,HeadriTIIE ORIGINAL AMERICAN TEA CO. will send
'nperhirltyof the
“ Smith’s lllustratetl Pattern
J. you direct any quantity of Tea you require,
ache, rain in the Shoulders, Coughs,
K
I
C A
perU. 8 Mail, without any extra charge.To Insure
Tl.c DMA Maga/las tlmt lll’ORTK STVI.JN and SK1.I.S I’allrrnt of them.
Tightness of tlio Chest, Dizziness, Sour
Over nil other t'lioppera.
prompt delivery,direct to >he I'r-sideutof the
Onlt G.Ni: DOLLAR and TLX ( LM'SaVKAR, with Splrndld I’rei-iluiu.Kee RIG OKI KR below
Sold by dealerseverywhere. Fur Descriptive Eructationsof the Stomach, Had Taste
•’qnijinny.thus: ‘‘ROBERT WELLS, 43 Vcsey St.,
Cinnlar
and
Price
List
a
tdress,
N. Y., P. 0. Box 12^7.’’ Agents wanted everywhere.
• A. NEW TO A & CO.,
in the Mouth. BilioifoAttacks, Palpitalit) Chnnilter* Street,New Y’ork.
nnnv AGCUTQ uet Beat Hook and Best
tation of the Heart, Inllammation of tho
ftlUUIV HuCfl I 0 TerniH. Bend for circulars.
Lungs, I’aiu in the region of the KidU •‘Cyclopediaof Things Worth Knowing:, or '25,000 \Vnnt« Mipplled.” The King
neys,
and a hundred other painful sympof ReceiptBooks ifrcolor Cbromo free. Co-op«rATlvxPUB. Co .Cincinnati,© or Muscatine, Iowa.
toms, are the offsprings of Dyspepsia.
One bottle will prove a better guarantee
FOR
{CD
OUR Adinslai Tlimliold
of its merits than a lengthy advertiselln every "town and city In the
ment.
i<r+
United States. It sells well and
iGE
Is Just what every house needs.
* < c ? HH 2 < '< ^
Scrofula, or King's Evil, White
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‘K it ; or. Jf y • i wish p, buy a SEWING MA
CHi’K f r f.inily use, our circular* will shov
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CUSHING’S MANUAL
Of Parlijmeitary

mi

a

tip

0 Ml

«

“ill

Swellings,Ulcers, Erysipelas,Swelled Neck.
Goitre, Scrofulous Inllainnialious,
Indolent
Inflainniaiious,Mercurial Affections, Old
Sores. Eruptions of the Skin, Sore Eyes, etc
In these, as in all other constitutionalDiseases, Walker’s Vinegar Hitters have
shown their great curative powers iu the
most obstinateand intractablecases.

£=!£!

imm 2^3

for our circular.WILSON,
PRHiCK A Co., Sole Manufacturers, 183 Clark bL, Chicago.

GE

Ii*f?

Mechanical Diseases.— Persons engaged in Paints and Minerals, such as

the States.

can pari amentary law."— Chaa. Sumner.
Price 66 cents Ham by mall on erelpt of price.
Address THOMPSON, BROWN A 00., Boston, Mas*.

Clarke's
New Method

^

Piano- Forte.

Endorsed by the Musical, Educational ana
general Press, and by Good Teachers, to be

Beyond

all

Comparison the Best

to be had at Book and Music stores.

Sent by

Mail,

Price,

$8.75.

LEEjm^
|nUy AGENTS READ THIS!
lIUnN John Paul iso eof the brightest ot
05111 'O our humorists, aiyi it Is very safe
sHUL 0 predict that his book wl be a remark
ti

1

BOOK

abjj.eilt0^*‘luil1*
oue.-Sprina/WdMe

A new and most iutereatiDg book for

SINGING CLASSES.

Tribune
Argus. ,

THE LEADER!!
A new and excellent collection of rauaic for

*

Cnoms, Conventions, and Binoimo Classes
Prepared by those most successful moipistrs,
H.R. Palmer, of Chicago, and L. 0. Emerson, u

Boston.

*

Price, $1.»8, or $13.00 Per Do*.
Poi your ifttt Sunday-fchoolBong Book, san-’
By Peiklna and Bentley

fortheBiVEBor Life.
36

«

jrur* -P.ttturu,with (

LOTH

cior“
MODLL,'

8u

v(>neL’ »o°-

cefi?

*n

Plumbers,Type-setters. Gold beaters, and
Miners, as they advance in life, nre subject
to paralysis of tho Bowels. To guard
against this, take a dose of Walker’s Vinegar Bitters occasionally.
For Skin Diseases, Eruptions, Tetter, Salt-Kheum, Blotches, Spots, Pimples,
l^istules,Boils, CaVbuncleR,Ring-worms,
Scald head, Sore Eyes, Erysipelas, Itch,

CLOTH MODEL,
CLOTH

Udy

sCoat \VaUt--All Hitea-Pittern. with
2f» centa,
(Jrtck Ovenklrt—Beautiful— Pattern, with
MOIfKL. % cent.'
Laljr’i Oyerakl 4-L itesi uu l Mut Stylish -Pateni. wit 1 (’LOTH
60 cents,
hirqd- (,’«>k -S'trnMM all Oth-ra-\llBlin Pitt-rn. win CLO
II OOF. I,, .W cents.
Lidv * WaiHut Oditt or .facket— All Slxes-Pattern. wt:>i
iflcio's.
Vre give a perfee
with every pattern,which now* |n^f how to ih.i the naruicnttegather, utter bdugcat by the pittern. They am
(4UI If EH,

_

cents.

For Female Complaints,
br old, married or single, at the

manhood. or the turn of

life,.

in

dawn

Any (VUcrn on
Ca!‘.h't “lar.ia*.

Wothese Tonic

Bitters display so decided,an influence that

improvement is soon

perceptible.

Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever you find its impuritiesbursting through
the skin in Pimples, Eruptions, or Sores;
cleanse it when you Had it obstructed and
sluggish in too
tho veins ; cleanse it wnen
when 11
it is
foul ; your feelings will tell vou when. Keep
the blood pure, and the health of the system
will follow.
n. h. McDonald & co..
Druggwts and Gen. Agta.,Snn Francisco.California,
and cor. of Washington and Charlton 8U., N. Y.
Sold by ail Druggists und Dealers.

PERFECT

thl« page mailed

5r::j £lm‘.:r.”

Ww

THIS rCT show*
boMtl folly a
Skirl1* chan*.© Into a
StraightFront WaUlog
Dn** by tb* la.uat
EJ-.alor. Yoo ran ralao
yoor .kirt wblU (•atwoir
V« muddy plar«. and Ibra
lot (fall or you ran
, ko»u II rai^d. It
kM|W tb* tklrt
from tb* Pilth
JIT LOOPS tho
iklrtln a TAHand

upon

receipt of

WHOLESALE

LONG $1-50. For $3

I

VtEFUL

FA 8HI0NABLE MANNKR. It**TU
mor* than TF.N

TIMES

ITS

COST, brridc
CX)NVBNIKNT, N**t,

b*lot

aadGRACBFUL. It can b*
ehanerdfrom
ONE DRESS to

young
of

MODEL,
TH
CLOTtl MODEL,

CLOTH MODEL

lurking in tho system of so many thousands,
arc effectually destroyed and remoYed. No
A most attractive Plano Piece:
svstein of medicine, no vermifuges,po anSOUVENIR D* LIMA, MA7.0URKA,$1.00.
One of the" PosthumousWoreb orL. M.Oott- thelminiticswill free the system from worms
•CHALK."
like these Bitters.

Brooklyn
All booka and muatc sent postpaid for re'all price
It wilt oe a pleasant, attractive vciume.-^ur
tier’sWeekly.
Fo an agency for this book address COLUMBIAN OLIVER OITSON & CO.,
CHAS. H. OITSON & CO..
BOOK CO., 116 Washington St., Chicago, IK.
Boston.
711 Broadway, N. Y.
‘

halt -Sixes, ‘2 to

Pin, Tape, ami other Worms,

Price, 73 Cents. Per Dos., $7.30.

•

* was ii Shakespeareor Bamn who said of Johi
Paul’s new btK.k, “ There's magic in the web 0/ it f '
-A’. Y. Oraphis
John Haul * book will be a clever one, for its
author touches nothing thM he does not adorn -

e

Scurfs.Discolorations of the Skin, Humors
Full of melodiousSongs. Duets, Glees and 4-part and Diseases of the Skin of whatever name
Songs, all easy and perfectly adapted to a Singing or nature; aro literally dug up and carried
School course, but at the same time forminga colout of tho system in a short time by tho use
lection well suited for the u»e of ColHge and other
Choirs,Singing Societies, Ac. By U. R. Palmer, ofthcHo Bitters.
assisted by L. 0. Emerson.

P Th? book has been demanded by a
ptiblle clamor too general to be disregarded.— AT

T

^l»03. Boy

290Z

THESE ENCPAVINCF..

hi: s:ra,ruS.n:n^

tent and IntermittentFevers, Diseases of
tlio Blood, Liver, Kidneys and Bladder,
these Bitters have no equal. Such Diseases
are caused by Vitiated Blood.

Practice,

“The most authoritativeexpounder of Ameri-

DESCRIPTION

For Inttaiiimntoryand Chronic
HiitMimatism, Gout, Bilious, Remit-

1

l "'=.0 zsc*
r ^2 5- 3?"^
® VrP =E=?

Rule* of pioceedingand debate In deliberative
ESiemblles. An indinpeniallt hand book for every
member of a deliberative
body, and the authority in
all

ii?:
3013

tho only Invention In the
world that will positivelyprevent rain, cold, enow and oust
•from coming under door hot••hi*. Carpenters make lots of
money handling It. Bcndntonce
It Is

We

STMlM

SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR
Smith’s Illustrated Pattern Bazaar,
Only One Dollar and Ten Cents

And a splendid PREMIUM
ber FREE

TWO

Any

to

a

Year,

each Subscri-

!

Smith's

of the above pattern* and
Inwill be mailed FRbK, naPrvmluin.

stant Dress Elevator

OR ONE

OR

Dollar*’ wurth of Pattern*FREE, to be aelectod
after you receive your Magazine ;
‘f the following
beautiful
HOLIDAY,’’
“ LITTLE SICTKRH,
"MARY
HER PET LAMH,"
the “
“
VISITOR"
Thece
“r« widely, known, and SELL READILY
for from fa to $0 each, being considered the finest picture* in the

OR

OR

OIL CHROMOS-’‘K38TER
OR
AND
MATRON, OR UNWELCOME

Chromes
art.

GJ-EtT TJP*

one Chromo

price.

worth aeod $2 -2 5. For $4 worth send $3The person who i<end«$3 f"r e4 worth of pattenta,will he entitled to the Bazaar for one year FREE, without premiums.

ANOTHER In
LESS than TWO MINUTES. YOU chromo
NEED BUT ONE FOR A DOZEN
DRESSES. Prlc«,46 eonueteb.

marked

JO.

CLUB!

extratolhopereon
whoaende us three

inbisci ibera ($3.00 and
bromoa nna rollers) #1 one time.
We will give two Chromo* extra for five enbfcribers.We will give three Chromoa extra for
seven Mibecribcre. VSe will give four Cbrcmoa extra for eight aubt-crlb<re. Each Silbscri*

give
nine ©tamps for peatage < n
will

(

mKi'Tkffl£r£fflSWrBst^M
LA^CEST

Bazaar betweenNOW

CLUB
IN.

get $
Next large*!.
will

and Frst Of FEBRUARY. The perm wbn Bei, un M-e
75 00 in gold spin, AND » PREMIUM on EVERY SUBSCRIBERSENT
$125 00 in gold ctfn, etc., etc. We pave $ | .000 *n gold on lant BAZAAR,
|

fo 30 perms, whoso name* and addressea will be found in tbla BA/.AAR.with the nenber that
each one sent . Get a copy end sec. Sample copy mailed for i5 cents. “ Smitha’ Inrtructlon Book,"
or ‘‘ Secret* of Dress- making.IficeatC. Catalogue mailed for one Stamp.

Address, very plain,

P.O.BOX 5055.

A.

BURDETTE SMITH,
914 Broadway. New York

City.

|

Telegraphing.

Qoltk

Several instances of quick telegraphing
have been noticed of

XHIS SPACE BELONGS TO

w^lsh;
m

iER

late, but the follow-

ing shows the perfection to which the tele-

graph service has been brought. A ‘message was sent from
and

New

York to London,

“CITY DRUG STORE,”

Proprietor of

;

in thirty minutes, actual time, the an-

was received In thirty-liveminutes
time. In neither of these instance*
was any apcci tl eti *rt made to hurr) the

reply

actual

__

__

_

A Change

nnswers, hut the party addressed sent the

ws-issr.

Nc’v York from

;:;!,”iEslal,lislicd •«

JACOB FLIEMAN,
llai* re opened lits carriage and wagon manufactory at hi* old atanilon Riu'ratrect, where he
may he found, ready at all time* to make anything in the Hue of

Top or Open Buggies,

in Miciiigan since

Sleighs, Trucks, Etc., Etc.

_______ _____

A good nnsortment of Thimtde Skein* always
on hand.
Warranted Seat Spring* of any chape or style.

of Programme Each Week.

I l'8B

MIIHLY

reply to the L union otflee liy the messen-

HI

T

SEASONED LUUBEH

My Spoke* nnd Hut)* are manufactured from

fully appreciate this wonderful

SkotI Otovtb Eastern limber,

achievement, we must ron-ider that the

fnm New York

distance

to iln*

cable

ala-

j

ti hi at Heart's I'onteiit,N. K., is about
1,'iOO mi es, that

of the cable about

2.

lines

INK)

Imudsnl

inlitccn

<

the

person*, alllnld; nu,

sequently, Hie message

and

liulllic f(U' ft

each

reply, in

cam*, passed through (lie hands

\T
JNOW

tliinv-

of

ms hihI traveled over 7,000 miles

pi.\ pi r^

and he has concluded to keep

Still continues,

'

open

his offer

to

miles, and passed through the

)

la thiitv to thlrtv-tive

1

IS

the

J

feW

OU1

professions, which are already overstockd. or for

tlie

ly

%/

i*

(11110

n

10

i

Jill

1

.

rClUlSC ^00(18 lit

rctllll. lit

Chl011(r0

^

IGve

jiixt

J.

FI. I

KM AN.

Hil, U l/U

opened u Larpe ai.d woll Select, d 8t*»ckof

Dry goods,

°

Groceries,
Crockery, and
Hath & Caps,

I

which
a hun-

that ninety-five in

iu!tt.«>>a

(ItlVS loilgCr.

mercantile business,In

show

atatidics

with

Thanking try old n *tcn ere lor jnM fax or*,
"ollcltn call from tlum. mid a* ninny new ones
a- warn m.y thing It my line.
I

•H-XH

Wholesale figures.

Tiik pracliee of educating hoys for

Warranted.

Horse Shoeing a Speciality.

|

Each message, therefore, was transmitted

Work

General llluckumithingdone
uud dhpalch.

and cable

from Valentin to London about dOO more.
about TOO

All

THE GREAT RUSH AT WALSH’S

,

1
•
i
i
minu'es.

of the land

miles, and

i

NOTHING

1

ger delivering (lie oiieinal message.

To

Ilfavy Wagons,

it

iiit'li!

Whleli theyUre off.rlnjf at Prices,that defy
Comp«t|tion.

dred

fail of success, is fearfully on the inAlicia

crease in this country. Americans are an-

PHYSICIANS' PSE5C1IPII0NS

nually becoming more and more averse to

manual labor; and
w

even

its,

IHE CIIY EEOC 5I0EE AT HALF THE PEIC2

JTHEE SIOEES CHAHCE,

of

iclf respect,

and a fearful wear and tear of

conscience,

is

ambition of

portion of our young

We

independence and

a

any one.

.17. IM

Holland

lAII

City,

Hardware

ownership of the finest farms, even in
England,

is

passing from Americans

ago

a

Germans.

Store

NEW

!

-:o:-

Fifty years

E. VAN DER VEEN,

father was not ashamed to put Ids

Gratefully acknowledeingthe liberal patrochildren to the plough or to a mechanical
uage of hi* many friend* and cuMomer*
trade; but now they are “too feeble ’’ for
in the pa*t, rc*uectfullyinvite*
the attentionof the
bodily labor; one has a pain in his side,
Public to hi*

a very

another a slight cough, another

“

de

nervous;

irate constitution,” another is

and

so they are sent off to the city to

LARGE
STOCK
- OF

mea

Hard-ware.

Tiiekk are two reasons why some people don’t mind their own business; one is

that they havn’t any mind.

•elected for the trade.

Wi ban

Carpenters’ Tools,

J. K

8. E.

AM PERM AN,

J.

FLIEMAN,

JJ.

DUURSEMA,
DYKEMA,

A J08BIH9 EOHI
E.

RANTERS.

I).

Regis-

8B0ST HOTICI.

VAN DER VEEN.

StB.

4fl

Holland.

G. H. SIPP,
L. I).

14, 1874.

ELECTION NOTICE!
City Clerk’s Oppick,
October 21, A. I). 1874.
To

.

FALL!

SONS,

General Dealers.

GIVE
MAVAJ

.....

J.

f

Wall

Window

Goods,

Feathers,

Feather Beds,
Mattresses,

Notions,
Hats & Caps.

are to he elected

OF FI

IN'S.
trill

1* trimmed
46 2

s

ly

Proatate

Give them

Gland, Stone in the Bladder,

:

C

Wall paper bought of vs,
free of charge.

BLADDER A KIDNEYS,

Notice is hereby given Hint at the Gen
eral Election, to be held on TUESDAY
SPERM ATORRIKEA,
Nov. 8, A. I). 1874, the following officers, Lencorrhceenr M’hite*, I)i*ua*c8 of the

- --

Prints,

Non-retention or Incontinence of Urine, Irritation,
Inflamatlon or l.’lceration of (he

the Elector* of the City of Holland:

GALL!
VAAJU

M. Reidsema & Son.

Gentlemen's
Underwear,

poaitire remedy for

GOUT, GRAVEL STRICTURES, DIABETES, PISPEPSIA,NERVOUS
DEBILITY, DROPSEY,

/

A
M R
U A
Mells.

Ladies and

HEIGHT'S DISEASE,
a

a call

before buying elsewhere.

CHEAP FOR CASH. Meat Market,
Holland, Mich.. Sept.

IS,

1874

47 3* ly

KEARNEY’S

,

EXTRACT BUCHU

Also a Representative for the Fifth

Con

BLADDER, KIDNEYS, AND DROPSKAL

-----

•

l

MnKm.

’t
^
1 V,
liU

Permanently Cure* all Dl*ea*e* of the

gresMonal DLtrictot thU State;
Also a State Senator
......in
- the
— - State LeeUlature, for he 29Hi Sen uh, rid District,

-

SWELLINGS,

A

THOMPSON)

PRACTICAL

Exi*ting in Men. Wtunen and Children,

S.«,l

Jacob Kuite.

CJ

(SUCCESSORS TO DUTTON

#

no MATTER WHAT THE AGE!

,heU,U",i“°r 0lUwt* »"'l

L

Engineers and Machinists-

Since the dissolution of our co-partnership. I am
cairylng on this business al ne.atthcOID STOKE,
where I ran be found at all times, and where I will
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt and
Fn*h Mats, and offer them at the lowest prices.
I expert to see all our old friends,to come and call
on me. when I will offer them such bargains a* will
Induce them to pun base their daily rations with

Prof.
bo.Uo „f K,ur„,,>
Fluid Extract Hnchn is worth more than all other
me.
Also a Iiepreaentntivpin Hie Slate I/’g- Bachus combined."
Messrs P. WiKTKKH. E. Winter* and J Birnwan,
.
JACOB KUITE.
islatnrc, for the 1st RepresentativeDlS- Price, One Dollar per bottle, or Six bottle* for have formed a co-partner*hlp under the above firm
Holland, Feb. it.
40 *>,! if
name, and will devote themselveswith all due atIrict of the County of
1 F,ve 1,0,,arH•entien and diligence to anythingand everything
pertaining to the line . f Engineer*iml Machinists.
ahJ.'fi'T
IW Swat St, Nil York,
The Shop nnd Fm mho are located at the old
Deeds, a County Treasurer, a Prosecuting A Phyaiclan in attendanceto answer correapon stand, west of Heaid'*.
Tub Hlacksnithshop formerlyrun by P. Jt
In Sections4 ard ft. Fillmore,Allegan Co . 2%
Attorney,two Circuit Court Commission- 1 dcnce ,*nd Rive advice gratl*.
W inters,will be continued as
I miles from Holland, the farm, known a* “Den
1*1
172
ers, a County Surveyer. two Coroners
H‘‘nd ^tamp f',r Pamphlet*,free,
Tue
. Plow Business heretofore numuiicu
conducted turn
and I Bleyker's harm,” 98 acres, divided a* follows: Tl
one Fish Inspector.
managed bjr H. K. iloald ban been trar alerred to acres woodland, and lift acres improved: orchard
us. aud w 111 be run In connection with f e above.
TO
with young fruit bearing trees: good frsme building
Also the following amendments to the
^ Mill Hkpaiiuno, w ill receive our special atten- and barn with an extra building for help For fur
Constitution of this Slate will then In* subther Information address: Mrs. J. I kn Hlevkeh,
milled to the People for their adoption or
Smr BLACKSNiTiitNii, done In all It* branches Kalamazoo.Mich.
Ill'
with nromntness and dispatch.
Kalamazoo. Mich.. Aug. 2ft. 1874. 138 2m.
rejection:
Mill ow ners and fnanurartun
facturersarc requestedto
An amendment relative to the qualifigive u* a call.
OF
8EXES.
cation of electors;
Holland, Mich.. March 12,
108-ly

juu Kegon

..1871.

Ottawa;

~

&%,y. (te : ¥
and

--

THE

FOR SALE.

before.E.

n

BOTH

Aim

Legislature, at
M., ’ i,

iu"4

*

,

DRILL

(

graduate

Jeffor*on

prom! Mimh
, Pollcge, Philadelphia, anthor of teveral valuahlo
Hie following places in tlie several work*, inu b.-conHulu*d on all dl*ea*f* of the SexuWurds of the Cllv of Holland have been " i'i1 J.!;,'10 V.^a,ir' ,'‘h,nh hi' has, made an e*.UM.nHU.d liy the Oomn.on Council,fur
bolding Hip Raid
1 big- • A practice «,r 8<| year* enable* him to treat
In tlie First Ward— At the
c5fe''RR»f«*nt«ed. Charge*

DEALER

Mr

cledion:
Harness-shop
Vuiirv>llc ^ tir ib... c. •

II

M

r.

J .

Aling:

CounciieRoom^ Wttr(i_At

tI,e Common

In the Fourth Ward— At the residence
of Mr. L. D Viwera.
' Dated at Holland City,
city, Mich.
CilA’S F. POST.
City CUrk.

Sc,1<1 for

,
:

j

to

Health. Price

MILL FEED, CORN,

&c.
narfteudDr* Filler** Veratablollhaniaat. t
Byrnp* I ntrnt— it aa laLEi'hla nrt for Nirr.,Ki.'-

All orders promptlyattended to.

toe.

Witberk, of Holland, Ottawa
County. Michigan,to Joshua Myrick, of tl.e same
place, and recorded In tlie oftice of the Register ol
Deeds In and for the County of Ottawa and Mata
of Michigan,on the 27th day of July, A. 1). 1872,
....
at one
me o’clock.
o clock, P.
r. M..
M., in Liber ‘-X
‘‘X
of ^orj.
Mortgages,
on page 444. and afterwardsassigned by assignment
nt from
.......
the said
.....
Jot-hna«.•«,»
..........
Myrick to
.v\.rv.
Geo. tMeta
and (ieo. W. McBride, on the 3rd day of August,
A I). 1874, for a valuableconsideration, which
said assignmentwas recorded in the oftice of thfl
registerof Deed* In and for the County of Ottawa,
and State of Michigan, on the ftth day of August,
A. I). 1874. in Liber No. 4, of Mortgages, on nagl
41. nnd whereas there la now due nnd unpaid on
said Mortgage the sum of eighty three dollars aud
eighteen cents, and no proceedingseither in iaw 01
inequity having been commenced to recover the
same or any part thereof: Notice is hereby given
that on Tuesday,the tenth day of Aoremher. A O,
1874, at one o'c'ock in the afternoon of said day. al
the front door of the < ourt House, in the city oi
Grand Haven, in said County of Ottawa, that helna
the p'nce of holding the Circuit Court for said
County, there will be so d to the high- st bidder,
..

at public auction or vendue, the premise* described
In said Mortgage or so much thereof as may be
necessaryto satisfy the amount due and payable
on said Mortgage,with internetat ten percent and
all legal co^s and charges of such sale and slsa
an attorney fee of fifty dollar* as provided for in
said Mortgage in case proceedings should be taken
toforeclose the sumo, w hich B»ld lands and premlsei
are described as follows,to w it : “All the following
described land situated and being in the County ol
Ottawa,and State of Michigai. and further described as follows, to-w it: the North-West quarter
of the North-West quarter of Section [10] ten. tn
townjftl five. North of range [Hi] sixteen West,
containingfoity acres of land more or less, as pel
United States survey ”
Dated,
ted, IIoLL
H01.1. nn, Mlrh.. Aug.
Aug. 18th. A. I). 1874.
!

GEO. METZ and GKO. W.

M<

BRIDE.

Assignees of Mortgagee.
G. W. MoBainR. Att’y for Assigneesof Mortgagee

BYEN’S

a

Pocket Photoccopo.

Has great Magnifying power, used in dctcctinj|
Counterfeit Money. Shoddy in Cloth, foreign substance in the Eye’ in VNouhds.etc. nnd toexamlna
Insects. Flower* and Plant*, to detect flaw* in Metals, fineness of wood-grain; to decipher writing
otherwiseillegible;and for the inspection of grain,
minerals,etc. Utteefulfor everybody.Double
Convex Lena, 4 inches. Mounted in leather,and
cat ried in the vest pocket. Price 60 Cents, two for
$1. free bv mall. Agent* Wanted Circulars free.
Addressfo. L. Byraii,1*. O. Box 4.669, New \orkoftice. No. 49 Nassau St.
v TA TK WHERE YOU M
W THIS.
1

I’by«lcian and Burgeon, m^anlTt1.’!!!: Y.’

A

[

,he

by Leonard L.

IHOD£8T

IS

owsonanle Tho*e at a diatance can forward letter
deacrlblng Hympiom* and enclosing Mump to pre
pay po*tage.

Second Ward— At the Store of

food territory.

Baawivnrcira

j

in ii i
In the

I*

a

in

'

of

WELL AUGER AND

Sale.

in the condition* ol
certain Mortgage dated the twentyfourth day of duly. A. R. 18?2. made and ex< rated

payment of

TLoTIMONIAIjS from governors
or iowa, arkan-ai and Dakota.
OaUlofuMfrM.W. GILES, SLLooU, Mo.

J. E. HIGGINS,

>

Ds.

"JiV*

.

,,

—I,1H74.

A DAY GUARANTEED

1874.

* . ,„ ,
hnW f0T Mmc *nd Oontultatum
their extra aeaalon, anti ap- ,
n_u A . of, i* Medical
j,
o«
J.BDyott.
v /*,

the amendments to the Constitution !
of the State of Michigan, adopted by the iV‘

Mortgage
Default having been made

...

A Governor, a LieutenantGovernor, a C’olcnlniGravet
orHrlckdn*t Depoatt and Mucua
or Milky Discharge*.
Beereiarv of State, an Auditor General,a
State Treasurer, a Commissionerof the
State Land Office,an Attorney General,a
Superintendentof Public Instructionand
a member of the State Board of Education;
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Give us a call i-eloie purchhslfiy claewt ere, at our
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Whereas defaultha* been made In thecondltiona
of a certain mortgage executedbv ( oleG. Salyer
and Bet*y Salyer hi* wife, of the Township of llolland. Ottawa Uouniy. Michigan, to HendrickGo*,
tenrijk of the same place, on the third <8rd) day of
Ju'y. A. D. 1869. and returnedIn the oftice of the
Registerof Deed* for Ottawa County, State of
Michigan, on the seventh(7ih)day of July. A. D.
1869. in Liber "U" of Mortgage*,on nage seventysix 17b], w hich said mortgage wa* duly assigned
by the said Hendrick Uosteurlik. of the town of
of Holland. Ottawa Ouir.y. Michigan.t»» Glllea
Wahcke. of the Town of Zeeland. Ottawa County.
Michigan,by a certaindeed of at* gnment executed
and dated the thirtyfirst (31) day of August,A. D.
large stock on hand.
1869. which said deed of assignment was recorded
in the office ol the regie ter of deed* of the County of
Ottawa. State of Michigan,on the tweniveecond
(t2nd> day of August. A. D. 1873. In Liber So. 1, of
Mortgage*on page tifty-four (M>, by which default
Sth Strut,
HOLLAND, HICH.
the power of sale containedin said Mortgage bat
betotue operative, and no proceedingsin 1 aw or
_
414 * ly
in chanceryhave been had to recover t
the debt secured by said Mortgage,or an v part thereof, and
whereas the sum of Two Hundred and Eight dol1874.
lars and one cent (f'Jtfi.Ol)is now clalnu-o to be
Have Constantly on hand a select Assortment of due on said Mortgageon the date hereof? Notice
Fine Watches and ('lock*, of the best Manufacture.| is hereby given that for the amount due a* aforeSilveraud Silver Plated Ware. Jewelry. Spectacles, i *»id together with an Attorneyfee of Twenty-five
Notions, etc.
dollars <$£M10) stipulated In said Fort gape, and the
REPAIRING of Watches, Clocks and Jewelry cost* of these proceedings,the said Mortgage will
done in the best manner aud warranted.
be foreclosed by sale to the highest bidder, at ptiblie vendue, of tl
Ine premisesdettcrihedIn said Mo
TI
F**®- v,*: AH thaf certain piece or parcel of lam
River Street,
Holland.
i fnuated in the County of Ottawa and State ol
Our Store is at the Old Albert' Stand. West of Michigan, which Is further descnl*ed as that part
-io:—
«f the South-West Quarter of the North-Last
Van Undegend A
J. ALHKHS.
quarter of SectionTwenty (20) In Township Five
Announce to the Pupiicthatthey have received
Holland. Mich , June 1, 1874. C. H. WYNNE.
(5) North of range Fifteen (15) West, which la
large and new etock of
bounded on the North side by the public highway
runningfrom the Allegan Muskegon and Traverse
Hay Mate Hoad as It now run* North-Easterly
ii
throughSectionSixteen (HI) In said Township, to
the South-Eastcomer ot Section four [4] in said
S, The oldest Furniture
in Township a* said highway is now travelled; and
Which is more complete in even- departmentthan
bounded on the East, Sontn and West side bv tha
ever before. They have a Urge fine of all kind* of
the City.
East, South and West lines ol said Sonih-West
quarter of tlie North East quarter of Section
Always keep a full and well •elected stock of FurTw enty (#>.1 excepting four acres on the East side
niture,at prices correspondingwith the times.
thereof and leaving six acres more or less; which
sale wid take p:*ce at the trout door of the Court
Paper,
House In the City of (.rand Ha>cu, Ottawa County. Mate of Michigan [that being the place where
Shades,
the Circuit Court for the said County of Ottawa ii
held.] on Monday, the mcond |2nd] day of \or> tuber,
Ladies'
Carpets,
.4. 1). 1874. at out o'clock i/< the aft erne tin ot that day.
Skirts,
Dated. Holland, Mich., Aug. 6. A 1). 1874.
Oil Cloths,
Gll.LKS W ABF.K E. Awiyro* of Motigatjee.
Ohiswou) A Out. Atty'HurAssignee.
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NOTICE is hereby given that the Board
of Registrationfor the City of Holland,
will meet at the followingplaces, on Saturday, the 3!st day of October, A. D. 1874,
between the hours of eight o’clock, A. M.
•nd eight o'clock, P. M., for the purpose
of completing the lists of qualified voters
of the several Wards of the city of Holland:
In the 1st Ward at the Harness shop of
Mr. H. Vaupell.
In the 2d Ward at the Store of Workman & Sons.
In the 3rd Ward at the Cobtnon Coun-.
at the
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Fitler**Pills, 20 cts., shoulrt be used
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Something worth $3, to any
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